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Abstract
The Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition in ep itax ial films of YBCO of 
varying thickness is studied. The phase transition  is found to occur in these 
films in both zero fields and in perpendicular and parallel magnetic fields up 
to 0.5 T. In addition, the  same transition is seen in a  lead film of thickness less 
than the penetration dep th  in lead. This m easurem ent is used as a calibration 
to determ ine the penetration depth in YBCO for both  the  zero-fieid case 
and perpendicular-field case. Once the penetration  dep th  is determ ined, 
the effective thickness of the superconducting layer is calculated for all the  
films. The effective thickness is determ ined to be approxim ately 181 A  in 
zero external field and 177 A in perpendicular fields, independent of film 
thickness.
viii




Some m aterials show no resistance to the flow of electric current a t low 
tem peratures. This discovery was made by H. K am m erlingh Onnes in 1911, 
three years after he had first liquefied helium enabling the developm ent of 
refrigeration techniques required to reach the low tem peratures a t which su­
perconductivity was observed. Superconductivity is characterized by perfect 
conductivity, which means tha t the electrical resistance of these materials 
disappears a t  som e critical tem perature Tc. Thus dc current flowing around 
a closed superconducting ring can persist for years. It has been dem onstrated 
that the electrical resistivity of superconductors is a t least 1015 tim es smaller 
than tha t of norm al m etals at the same tem perature.
In addition to  perfect conductivity, in the presence of an external mag­
netic field, superconductors have zero magnetic induction, B , inside the bulk. 
Except in a  surface skin depth of 10-5 cm, called the  penetration depth  (A),
1
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the  magnetic flux is to ta lly  excluded causing the superconductor to  behave 
as a  perfectly diam agnetic m aterial. Moreover, the magnetic flux is excluded 
whether the  superconductor is cooled before or after the  application of the 
magnetic field, dem onstrating the therm odynam ic reversibility of th e  super­
conducting to normal transition . This phenomenon, discovered by Meissner 
and Ochsenfeld in 1933 [1], is known as the Meissner effect. The supercon­
ducting sta te  can be destroyed by the  application of a magnetic field larger 
than  a critical value H c. W ith decreasing tem perature below th e  critical 
transition tem perature Tc, this critical field increases according to
ff« =  f l o [ l - ( ^ ) 2], (1.1)
where H0 is the  threshold magnetic field at 0 K. The difference in free energy 
per unit volume a t 0 K between the normal state  (Fn) and the superconduct­
ing state  (Fsc) can be w ritten  as [2]
f . - f — g .  (1.2)
Therefore the superconducting state is lower in energy than the normal state. 
The entropy difference between the normal (5n) and superconducting (53c) 
state is
5 —5  — —— ( 13)  
^ c _  4 i r d T '
Since the derivative of H c w ith tem perature  is always negative, the  entropy 
of the  superconducting s ta te  is always less than  tha t of the  norm al s ta te  at 
the same tem perature. Therefore the  superconducting sta te  m ust be more 
ordered than the normal state .
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3Superconductors are divided into two classes, Type I and Type II. Most 
elem ental superconductors are Type I. In these Type I superconductors the  
param eter k =  A /f (where A is the  penetration depth  and f  is the  coherence 
length) is less than  1. The coherence length is the  macroscopic distance 
over which the  superconducting electrons have influence. Typically, for pure 
superconductors A is of the order of 500 A  and f  is of the order of 3000 A. 
In 1957 Abrikosov [3] investigated the possibility of the param eter k  being 
greater than 1. M aterials for which k  was greater than  1 (or more precisely 
greater than l / \ / 2 )  were called Type II m aterials. For Type II m aterials 
Abrikosov found th a t instead of a  sharp breakdown of superconductivity, flux 
penetration s ta rts  continuously at some critical field Hcl and flux penetration 
is complete, or the m aterial is normal, a t HC2 . Figure 1.1 compares the  flux 
penetration of Type I and Type II superconductors.
Another interesting feature of superconductors is the fact th a t there exists 
an energy gap in the spectrum  between the ground sta te  and the quasi par­
ticle excitations of the system. This was established from electrom agnetic 
absorption experim ents [4], from the  fact th a t a  threshold energy E g was 
needed to excite electrons from the sta te  below th e  Fermi energy into a  s ta te  
above it. This behavior is characteristic of m aterials in which there exists a 
region in the energy spectrum  where there axe no accessible states. Further 
evidence for th e  gap and its m agnitude was gleaned from the exponential 
tem perature dependence of the electronic specific heat of the  superconduc­
tor [5, 6]. This exponential tem perature dependence would result from the




Figure 1.1: F lux penetration in Type I and  Type II superconductors showing 
the  critical fields a t which flux penetration  begins in the two cases.
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5therm al excitations of the  electrons across an energy gap which decreases 
w ith increasing tem perature  and vanishes at the critical tem peratu re. The 
dependence is shown in equation 1.4.
C „  «  7 r ca e - ^ / T (1.4)
However, there are superconductors which when doped become gapless su­
perconductors. In these gapless superconductors the gap reduces w ith in­
creasing im purity concentration. The transition tem perature also reduces 
w ith increasing im purity concentration. At some critical concentration the 
gap goes to zero while the  transition tem perature is still above 0 K.
In 1957, Bardeen, Cooper and SchriefFer [7], put forth their theory of 
superconductivity, which came to be known as the BCS theory. BCS shows 
th a t a weak interaction between electrons mediated by phonons, could result 
in bound states, where the  electrons are bound in pairs, which is a  m ore stable 
configuration and reduces the to ta l energy of the system. An im portan t 
prediction of this theory is the existence of an energy gap Eg =  2A (T ) which 
is the  energy required to break a pair of electrons to create two quasi particle 
excitations. This A (T) was predicted to increase from 0 a t Tc to a  fixed value 
at 0 K, i.e., Eg(0) =  2A(0) =  3.52kg Tc.
1.2 H igh Tem perature Superconductivity
Research on superconducting m aterials can be divided into two periods, 
pre 1986 and post 1986. Before 1986, all of the superconducting m aterials
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
6known were low Tc m aterials, th a t is, the tem peratu re  a t which these m ate­
rials undergo the  phase transition was less than 77 K, the  boiling point of 
Nitrogen. The record high for the superconducting transition  tem perature 
then was 23.2 K for NbaGe, discovered in 1973. In 1986, J . G. Bednorz and 
K. A. Muller [8] reported a  Tc in excess of 30 K while investigating a class 
of cuprates. The m aterial was La2 _r Srr Cu 0 4  in which some of the La ions 
had been replaced by Sr.
Since 1986, superconductivity has been discovered in other cuprates. 
Soon after the discovery of the La cuprates Wu et al. [9] found tha t the 
application of pressure in these La based compounds elevated the Tc. They 
reasoned th a t rare earths with smaller ionic radii m ay exert a  similar ( and 
desired ) chemical pressure in the cuprate lattice. Later, Wu et al. [9] dis­
covered th a t YBCO had a transition tem perature of 90 K, thus pushing 
the transition tem peratu re  higher than the boiling point of Nitrogen. Sub­
sequently, thallium  [10] based cuprate compounds were discovered with a 
transition tem peratu re  of 125 K and, later, m ercury based [11] (Hg 1223) 
compounds with a  transition tem perature of 130 K. The highest tem pera­
ture th a t has been reached is 155 K in Hg 1223 under the application of 
pressure [13]. A plot of the highest measured TVs as a  function of time [12] 
is shown in Figure 1.2.
These high tem peratu re  or high Tc m aterials as they are known have 
some very peculiar properties: (a) They have extrem ely high values of Tc 
as their nam e suggests, (b) they exhibit linear dc resistivity  in the normal














1900 1920 1940 1960 1980 2000
Year
Figure 1.2: The highest transition tem peratures achieved in various m aterials 
shown as a  function of time.
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8sta te , (c) the  nuclear relaxation ra te  below Tc has an unusual behavior, (d) 
they  exhibit close proxim ity to antiferrom agnetic phases, and (e) they  have 
extrem ely small coherence lengths.
In addition, these m aterials have large spatial anisotropy. The anisotropy 
is due to the  layered crystal structu re . T he layers are composed of copper 
oxide (Cu-O) planes separated from each other by planes of various o ther 
oxides and raxe earths. These cuprate compounds show anisotropy between 
the ir resistivities in the ab plane and along the c directions, where a, b and c 
are the crystal axes. T he resistivity along the  c axis is much larger th an  th a t 
in the  ab plane. The im plication of this could be that superconductivity and 
charge transport are confined to the  C u -0  planes.
One im portant characteristic of the  bulk superconducting s ta te  is th a t 
the  interaction extends over macroscopic distances to produce long range 
order or coherence. It was believed th a t long range order of this type did not 
occur in two dimensional systems. T he phrase two dimensional system s here 
applies to systems th a t are th in  com pared to the correlation length of the 
order param eter. It was shown in 1935 by Peierls [14] tha t in two dim ensional 
solids long range order does not exist and th a t transitions are broad. If true  
long range order exists, then transitions would be sharp. Local variations 
from collective action tend  to broaden the  transition.
Kosterlitz and Thouless [15] (1973), based on the ideas of Berezinskii [16] 
(1970), argued in favor of a different long range order in two dim ensional 
system s, based on the  overall properties of the  system rather than  on a  two
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9point correlation function. It was pointed out by them  th a t this type of topo­
logical long range order should exist in two dimensional systems like a  two 
dimensional solid or neutral superfluid, or for the XY model of magnetism. 
These systems undergo a  phase transition in the sense th a t their response to 
an external perturbation changes drastically at the transition tem perature. 
Kosterlitz and Thouless stated  tha t this phenomenon will not occur in thin 
film superconductors because the vortex interaction energy is logarithmic in 
r, the separation distance, only for r  < A =  2X2/d  ( d is the thickness of the 
film) for perpendicular fields. Vortices are regions where the order param e­
ter goes to zero. They are basically normal regions around which a  current 
exists in a clockwise direction. However, it was pointed out by Beasley et 
al. [17] in 1979 th a t this phase transition will occur in superconducting thin 
films because the value of A is very large for thin films with high values 
of sheet resistance. Hence a num ber of experiments were carried out on 
th in  films of Aluminum [18], Indium /Indium  Oxide [19] and the existence of 
the Kosterlitz-Thouless (K-T) phase transition was verified for th in  film low 
tem perature superconductors.
In the layered cuprate systems, one expects to see two dimensional behav­
ior. A number of experim ents measuring the dc current voltage (I-V) charac­
teristics on these layered m aterials have confirmed the occurrence of the K-T 
transition. Experim ents have been performed on T b B a jC a C ^ O s  (TBCCO) 
[20], Bi2Sr2CaCu208 (BSCCO) [72, 22] and YBa2Cu308 [23]. However, ex­
perim ents on resistivity m easurem ents on YBa2 Cu3 0 9 _ 5  spheres and bars
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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[24] by Freitas et al. show a three dimensional response. Also W orthington 
et al. [25] report three dimensional behavior in 340 x 280 x 160 fim 3 sin­
gle crystals of YBa2 Cu3 0 r _ 5  on the basis of contact free m easurem ents of 
the upper critical field. In addition, three dimensional scaling behavior in 
m agnetization measurem ents have been reported by Salamon et al. [26], on 
twinned p la te lets of 1 x 1 x 0.05 mm 3 YBa2 Cu3 0 7 _x. M agnetization and 
specific heat d a ta  axe well described by three dimensional (3D) theories close 
to the transition . In contrast, transport measurem ents indicate two dimen­
sional (2D) behavior. It was also suggested th a t the three dim ensional region 
was so sm all as to be experim entally undetectable. Pierson [30] has carried 
out a  renorm alization group calculation for the  critical behavior of vortices 
in a stack of superconducting layers in the presence of a  dc current and de­
term ined a new current tem perature (I-T) phase diagram  in the  vicinity of 
the transition. His results are consistent with some of the experim ents on 
transport as well as m agnetization m easurem ents m entioned earlier.
Monte Carlo studies [61] of the vortices indicate th a t the  behavior of 
the vortices becomes distinctly 2D just above the  transition  tem perature, 
implying a decoupling of the layers near the transition. A nalytical studies 
[28, 29, 30] predict th a t the the behavior should be 3D in a sm all window 
around Tc.
Various groups have performed transport m easurem ents on Y Ba2 Cu3 0 7 _r 
(YBCO) to  investigate its 2D behavior. Most of the m easurem ents are of dc 
current-voltage (IV) characteristic. Some ac m easurem ents have also been
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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clone on both low Tc [18] and high Tc [31, 32] m aterials. In experiments where 
the K-T transition has been verified, the effective thickness of the supercon­
ducting layer has been measured. To measure this effective thickness the 
penetration depth  has to be known. Most of the experim ents that m easure 
penetration depth  use the BCS (Bardeen, Cooper, Schrieffer) results on these 
high Tc m aterials. T he  effective thicknesses reported vary from 8 A to 500 
A . The effective thickness for a single crystal sam ple w ith dimensions 3 x 4  
m m 2 and 5000 A thick, (reported in reference [32]) is approxim ately S A. An 
ac measurement was carried out on two films of 500 A and 2000 A thickness 
(reference [31]) and th e  effective thickness for the 500 A film was determ ined 
to be equal to the  film thickness itself. The 2000 A film was found not to 
undergo the K-T transition . In addition, dc m easurem ents performed on 
single crystal sam ples of 1.7 x 0.3 m m 2 of 30 n m thickness yield an effective 
thickness of the superconducting layer of 120 A.
In view of the  above results it is pertinent to study  the effective thickness 
of the superconducting layer as a function of the thickness of the film itself. 
This thesis is a  study  of the  radio frequency im pedance of YBCO with an 
effort to determ ine th e  effective thickness of the  superconducting layer in 
films of varying thickness where the impedance m easurem ents seem to be 
consistent with the K -T  phase transition. The K -T transition  was studied 
by observing the ac response of the film. In addition, penetration depth 
measurements on all films have been carried out. In order to avoid using any 
BCS results on YBCO in relation to the penetration dep th  measurements,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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we have performed some calibration measurements on a lead film where BCS 
applies. The calibration m easurem ent on the lead film is used solely to 
determ ine geom etrical factors th a t are later used to perform the  penetration 
depth  measurem ent in the  YBCO films.
In addition, the effect of external magnetic fields, both perpendicular and 
parallel to  the  film, on the K-T transition is of interest. T he field values at 
which m easurem ents have been performed range from 0 to 0.5 Tesla. There 
are no other ac m easurem ents a t these field values. In the following, before 
I outline the thesis, I describe the  structure of YBCO with its inherent two 
dimensionality.
1.3 Structure o f Y BC O
In early 1987, YBa2 Cu3 0 7_x (YBCO or Y123) with a  Tc of 92 Iv was 
discovered. YBCO has C u -0  planes perpendicular to the c-axis. It has two 
C u -0  planes 3.2 A apart, separated from each other by a sparsely occupied 
Y atom  plane. The pair of C u-0  planes is separated from the next set of 
C u -0  planes by about 8.2 A. There are three sets of m etal oxide planes 
between one pair of C u -0  planes and the next pair. These m etal oxide 
planes are referred to as the  charge reservoir planes or isolation planes. T he 
high tem perature superconducting phase of YBCO is orthorhom bic w ith a 
single formula unit per prim itive cell. In addition to C u-0  planes there are 
chains of C u-0  extending along the b axis. These chains can be thought of 
as ribbons because the copper atom s are slightly below and above the  oxygen
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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atom s in the chain. The planes of C u -0  are dim pled with the oxygen atom s 
being nearly coplanar but the copper atom  lying outside this plane by 0.25 
A  [34]. The structure of YBCO, w ithout the oxygen in the chains, is shown 
in Figure 1.3.
YBCO is not orthorhombic and hence is not superconducting for values 
of x  (specifying the oxygen content) ranging from 0.6 <  x  <  1. In this range 
of x  values YBCO is tetragonal and it is anti-ferromagnetic. The precise x  
value a t which the change from anti-ferrom agnetic to orthorhombic occurs 
depends on the details of the sample preparation and annealing processes. 
The oxygen atom s tha t are lost in the  change from orthorhombic to anti- 
ferromagnetic transition are usually from the C u -0  chains along the b-axis 
[35] .
1.4 T hesis Outline
C hapter 2 contains the background and description of the K-T transition 
along with some historical background of the developments in xy systems, liq­
uid helium, low Tc and high Tc m aterials. The details of sample preparation 
along with the experim ental setup and da ta  taking procedures are described 
in chapter 3. The data  analysis techniques axe described in chapter 4. C hap­
ter 4 also contains the description of the  work done on lead, and contains the 
data  on YBCO for the case when the  external field is zero. This is followed 
by the da ta  for non-zero perpendicular and parallel magnetic fields in chapter 
5. The thesis ends with chapter 6, which contains th e  conclusions.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Figure 1.3: S tructure of YBCO.




A phase transition occurs when there is a  singularity in a  therm odynam ic 
po tential such as the free energy or one of its derivatives. A phase transition  
usually is m easurable as a  sharp change in the properties of a  substance. T he  
transitions from liquid to gas, from a norm al conductor to a  superconductor 
or from a param agnet to a  ferrom agnet are common examples. If there  
is a  finite discontinuity in th e  therm odynam ic free energy of a  system  th e  
transition  is term ed a first order transition. Well defined phase boundaries 
separate  the regions in which each sta te  is stable. As the phase boundary 
is crossed there is a  sharp change in density and latent heat, signatures of a 
first order transition.
In a continuous phase transition  on the other hand there is no change in 
volume or density and hence no change in the energy, th a t is the  volume and 
energy are continuous across the  phase boundary. The therm odynam ic free
15
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energies in this case are continuous but the first derivatives are discontinuous 
or infinite.
The critical point or the point at which the  phase transition occurs is 
marked by divergences or singular behavior of therm odynam ic functions. The 
form of these divergences is studied to understand the  theory of these critical 
phenomena. Hence a  set of critical exponents is defined. For example, if t 
defines the deviation in tem perature from the critical tem perature as given 
below:
T  - T
t = - j r A  (2.D
then the critical exponent associated with a  function F( t ) ,  which could be 
the  specific heat or the correlation function, is given by:
_  l im  ln |F ( 0 |
* - o " b i7 p  ( 2 ' 2 )
or it is w ritten as
F ( 0 ~ | f | \  (2-3)
While the critical tem perature depends the details of th e  interatomic or in- 
terelectronic interactions as the case may be, the critical exponents are to a 
large extent universal, depending on only a few fundam ental properties. For 
cases where the interaction is short ranged, these are the  dimensionality of 
the system, d, and the sym m etry of the order param eter [36]. Phase transi­
tions are classified in term s of universality classes and  a  universality class is 
nam ed after the sim plest system  belonging to it. In  the  rest of the chapter
is a  brief description of, first the  XY system, second helium  films, and th ird
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superconducting films. This was the order in which the K -T  phase transition 
was discovered in these systems.
2.2 X Y  System s
The xy system  is a  universality class tha t describes two dim ensional sys­
tems in which long range order of the conventional type does not exist. In 
systems with conventional long range order, the correlations in the  order pa­
ram eter are constant implying th a t the scale of order is over infinite range. 
In the absence of any long range order, the correlation functions decay expo­
nentially. In xy system s a  phase transition occurs which is characterized by 
a change in the response of the system to an external pertu rbation  and the 
correlations scale as power laws close to the transition. T he critical expo­
nents in the correlation functions are tem perature dependent. Such systems 
are said to have quasi long range order. This model is applicable to the xy 
description of m agnetism , solid-liquid transition and neutral superfluids. In 
1973 when this phase transition on xy systems was studied, it was believed 
that this model was not applicable to thin film superconductors [15].
The two dimensional xy model is a system of spins constrained to rotate 
in the plane of a lattice. It has been shown by many authors [37, 38, 16] that 
such a system does not have any long range order, or in o ther words, the  range 
of correlations is not macroscopic in size. Such a system  does not exhibit 
spontaneous m agnetisation. This is because the ground s ta te  is unstable 
against low energy spin wave excitations th a t destroy long range order. It
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was pointed out by the authors th a t in addition to spin waves, topological 
defects can exist in the  order param eter which in this case correspond to 
vortices. Vortices are regions where the order param eter goes to  zero and 
represent an am plitude fluctuation th a t reduces the average value of the  order 
param eter. At low tem peratures the  probability of forming a  single vortex 
is small. However, bound pairs of vortices of opposite circulation can exist 
a t low tem peratures. As the tem perature is increased, free vortices are likely 
to appear. So a transition tem perature is determ ined by the  tem pera tu re  at 
which free vortices begin to form. A large num ber of vortices can destroy 
any long range order causing a phase transition to a disordered phase a t high 
tem peratures. This sort of transition was referred to as a  topological phase 
transition.
2.3 H elium  Film s
Kosterlitz and Thouless [15] discussed the applicability of the topological 
phase transition to not only the xy model of magnetism , bu t also to the solid- 
liquid transition and the neutral superfluid. The superfluid phase transition  
in thin He4 films on planar surfaces was acknowledged to be a  realization 
of a  Kosterlitz - Thouless (K-T) phase transition. Unlike bulk or th ree di­
mensional helium, the low tem perature phase of thin films does not exhib it 
tru e  long range order, bu t the order param eter correlation length exhib its a  
power law decay . In the K-T theory the disappearance of superfluidity is as­
sociated with the presence of therm ally excited vortices. A vortex is a  region
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of space where the order param eter 0 (r )  —► 0, where tp(r) is the  condensate 
wave function. At low tem peratures only a  few vortices axe present and they 
bind into vortex anti-vortex pairs. Vortices and anti-vortices have opposite 
circulation so th a t the  net vorticity is zero. As the density  of vortices in­
creases with tem perature, the interaction between pairs of large separation 
is screened by the presence of smaller vortex pairs. At some higher tem ­
perature the interaction becomes weak enough th a t the  large pairs unbind 
and free vortices are created. Once free vortices are present the correlation 
length exhibits only short range order, which means th a t the correlations 
decay exponentially, and the film can no longer support superfluid flow. The 
superfluid areal density vanishes corresponding to this unbinding of vortices. 
The critical tem perature  Tc at which the vortices begin to  form is given by
k° T‘ “  t'2-4>
where pa is the density of the superfluid particles per un it area and m  is the 
mass of the helium atom s in the film. A K-T transition  occurs only if the 
energy of a  bound vortex anti-vortex pair depends logarithm ically on their 
separation r .
The first experim ent to test the  Kosterlitz Thouless transition  on super­
fluid helium films was designed by Bishop and Reppy [39]. They studied the 
superfluid transition in two dimensional He4 films using an Andronikashvilli
[40] oscillator technique. Since the K-T theory is a  s ta tic  theory and all m ea­
surem ents were perform ed a t finite frequencies, the predicted  results did not
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agree with the experim ental observations. Ambegaokar et al. [41] extended 
the static theory to  th e  dynam ic case and determ ined th e  superfluid mass 
and dissipation. In th e  dynam ic lim it there was a continuous variation in 
the superfluid mass w ith  tem perature a t the transition, as opposed to  a  dis­
continuous jum p as predicted by the static theory. The Bishop and Reppy 
experiment, analyzed in the  light of the dynamic theory of Ambegaokar et al. 
gave the expected results. Several other experiments have been performed 
on thin films of helium  by various groups studying various aspects of the  K-T 
transition [42, 43].
2.4 T hin F ilm  Superconductors
The K-T phase transition  also occurs in thin film superconductors . The 
basis of the K-T phase transition in superconductors is analogous to  the 
Coulomb gas model consisting of positive and negative charges of equal mag­
nitude. The charges in teract via the coulomb interaction which is defined by 
Poisson’s equation
xy V (r) =  —2x6(r), (2.5)
where the unit of charge is taken to be 1. In two dimensions this interaction
depends logarithmically on distance, i.e.,
V(r)  ~  ln(r). (2.6)
In thin film superconductors, vortices replace the charges of the  Coulomb
gas. Vortices are regions in the film where the order param eter V’(r ) —* 0. A
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vortex represents regions in space th a t are normal and around which there  is a 
current flowing in a  clockwise (or anti-clockwise for an anti-vortex) direction. 
The scale over which the order param eter tends to zero is the  G inzburg 
Landau coherence length and defines the size of this norm al region.
The energy of a  single vortex anti-vortex pair is given by
U(r) =  A (T )  ln (rf a 0) -f- 2/*c, (2.7)
where A (T )  is the tem peratu re  dependent interaction constant, ao is the 
smallest possible separation of the vortices and fic is the vortex core potential. 
The vortex interaction constant is given by [17]
*<T> “ = 4 ?  <“ >
The energy of an isolated vortex is proportional to ln(T /ao) where L is the 
dimension of the system  and ao is the radius of the vortex. The entropy as­
sociated with the vortex also goes as 2 ln (L /a0) since there are N  =  (L / a 0)2 
spots available for the placem ent of a vortex. Since both  the energy and 
entropy depend on the size of the system, the energy term  dom inates the 
free energy a t low tem peratures and the probability of forming a  single un­
paired vortex is vanishingly small. At higher tem peratures free vortices form 
spontaneously when the  entropy term  takes over. The critical tem peratu re  
a t which the vortices s ta r t appearing is the tem peratu re  a t which the  free 
energy changes sign. This Kosterlitz-Thouless transition tem peratu re  is Tk t , 
given by [15],
IcbT k t  =  (2-9)
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where n s is the  areal density of the superconducting electrons and m  is the 
mass of the  electrons. However, a t T  < T kt i  vortices can appear as pairs 
bound together because the energy required to produce a  pair of vortices of 
opposite circulation is finite.
The energy of a  vortex anti-vortex pair is as given in equation 2.7. In 
term s of a  scaling param eter I =  ln (r/ao ), where a0 is th e  m inim um  pair 
separation, the  energy of the pair can be w ritten  as:
m  = J l 7m"' + 2MT)- (2'10)
Here A[T)  is the  interaction constant w ithout the presence of any intervening 
vortex pairs. T he interaction of the pair is modified by the  factor t(l)  which 
arises from intervening pairs th a t have separations sm aller than  r  =  aQel. 
Since no pairs exist with a  separation smaller than  ao, e(0) =  1.
The K-T equations are w ritten in terms of two quantities, the  reduced 
stiffness constant K , which represents the stiffness against am plitude fluctu­
ations in the  order param eter, and the pair excitation probability  y :
[{m — — i i l l  (0 i f )
1 ] 2ire{l) kBT  ’ [ }
y ( l ) = e x p ( 2 l - U ( l ) / 2 k BT) .  (2.12)
K represents the  areal superconducting electron density. This density m ust 
be renorm alized since the interaction is renormalized. It is called the  reduced 
stiffness constant because the quantity  analogous to the areal superconduct­
ing electron density in m agnetic systems is the  spin-wave stiffness constant.
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Using the transform ation,
(2.13)
the Kosterlitz scaling equations are given in term s of x  and y  by th e  following 
( for y «  1 ):
(2.14)
0 xy  
dl “ 1 +  x
(2.15)
Equation 2.15 follows directly  from equation 2.12. However to get equation
the trajectories in the plot of y  versus x. These trajectories are shown in 
Figure 2.1 for the th ree  cases, C  <  0, C  =  0 and C  >  0. T he value of x  and 
y at r  =  a0 or a t / =  0 gives the  initial condition. Along th e  tra jecto ry , I 
increases. It can be seen from the trajectories th a t y =  0 for very large I or 
when I —*• oo. The value of x  where y =  0 is called the  crossover value x co. 
The trajectory  for C  =  0 goes through the origin or x  =  0, y — 0 is a  solution 
to equation 2.16. The s ta rtin g  conditions determ ine the relationship between 
the tem perature T  and the  constant C.  At / =  0, the value of a:(0) =  x Q and
2.14, K ~ l (l) of equation 2.11 has to be represented as a  power series in 
A'-1 (0) and higher order term s.
These equations can be rew ritten as:
x  — ln (l -f* x)  — 2ir2y 2 +  C  =  0, (2.16)
where C  is an in tegration constant independent of I. This equation  defines










- 0.20 - 0.10 0.00 0.10 0.20
x
Figure 2.1: The K-T trajectories, which show the dependence of the  pair 
excitation probability on the renormalized stiffness constant a t a  fixed tem ­
perature. The trajectories begin a t 1 =  0 and 1 increases along the tra jecto ry  
as x increases.
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2/(0 ) =  yQ are given as:
x 0 =  i k BT / A [ T )  -  1, (2.17)
y0 =  exp { - f i c( T ) / k BT ) .  (2.18)
These starting  conditions define the / =  0 line in the  y-x plot. Each of the 
curves in the Figure 2.1 is an isotherm. As the tem peratu re  is changed, the 
values of xq and yo change and they define a new curve in the  xy plot. The 
trajectory with C  =  0 defines the critical tem perature  T ^ t - Therefore for 
trajectories with C  <  0, T  < T^j- and for C  >  0, T  > Tk t - The trajectory  
for C  =  0 implies th a t for I —► oo,x =  0 and y =  0 and T  —► T k t- Hence 
from equation 2.13, K  =  Using equations 2.13 and 2.11, this universal 
result can also be w ritten  as:
kBTKT =  j ^— A(Tk t ). (2.19)
4 e B'T
This universal result was dem onstrated by Nelson and Kosterlitz [45]. In 
superconducting films, the interaction constant is proportional to the super­
conducting electron density. Above the transition tem peratu re  the interac­
tion a t infinite scale is zero and hence this equation is known as the jum p in 
the superfluid density.
The interaction constant A  introduced in the  equation 2.7 is a  tem pera­
ture dependent quantity . For comparison purposes, an effective tem perature 
T '  and a  dimensionless param eter t ' are defined as:
T' = T — T—  (0 201
A ( T ) ’ 1 j
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t '  = T ' / T k t - 1 .  (2.21)
T he tem perature is determ ined from the s tarting  conditions. R ew riting the 
expressions for xo and yo in term s of r ',  equation 2.16 can be w ritten  as:
C (r ')  =  - x o ( r ')  +  ln (l +  x0(r ') )  + (2.22)
Expanding C  with respect to  t ' to  determ ine the leading tem p era tu re  de­
pendence, and using C (0) =  0, we get:
C ( t ') «  B t 1 for t '  «  1,
where
B  =  C '(0) =  —xo(0 )x '(0 ) /( l  + x o(0)) +47r2t/o(0 )^ (0 ) .
For C < 0, y =  0 for very large /. T he value of x where y is zero is called x co 
and from equation 2.16,
Xco ln( 1 XCo) =
If |xco| < <  1, then x \ 0 ss 2C .  Therefore from equation 2.11, f \ ( o o )  =  
( 2 "^( 1 + x Co))-1 . This can be rew ritten  as:
^ K ( o o )  w 1 +  (2 5 )0-5| r T 's.
This is the well known square root tem peratu re  dependence seen in the  K- 
T  transitions. Therefore to  sum m arize, in K-T transitions, the universal 
result I\  =  ^ is expected. This basically says that there is a  ju m p  in the
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superconducting electron density a t the K -T transition and K  has a  square 
root tem perature dependence.
In th in  film superconductors the  vortex interaction energy is logarithm ic 
in r ,  the separation of the  vortices, only for r less than the penetration  
d ep th  A in perpendicular fields. For this reason it was initially thought th a t 
the  K-T transitions would not occur in two dimensional superconductors. 
However, it was realized th a t A is very large in films [17, 46, 47, 48] w ith a  
high sheet resistance and hence this phase transition should be present. In 
dirty , th in  films w ith thickness d sm aller than  the bulk penetration depth , A, 
the  effective penetration dep th  is A, where A =  2A2[d. If the sheet resistance 
is Rn , the effective penetration  dep th  can be expressed as :
A. =  [A (T) t a n K ^ m / t s T ) - 1'], (2.23)
where 4>o — hc/'le is the  flux quantum  and A  is the superconducting energy 
gap.
The above trea tm en t is the  static  response of the K-T transition . If 
an external driving force is present, then the dynamic response m ust be 
considered. This connection to  experim ents was first m ade by Am begaokar
[41] who accounted for th e  diffusive m otion of vortices under a driving force in 
the case of superfluid films. In a  superconductor the oscillating driving force 
is usually provided by a transpo rt current. A superconducting film shows a 
purely inductive response to tim e varying fields. The geometric inductance
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and capacitance are small and the  kinetic inductance per square is given by:
Lk o =  2ttA/c2 =  <^/(27rC2A (r) ) . (2.24)
The influence of bound pairs and free vortices can be accounted for by a 
complex dielectric function ev{u,') th a t relates the complex im pedance per 
square of the film ,Z, to the kinetic inductance Lko:
Z =  iu)Lko£v{uj). (2.25)
The dielectric function ev has a contribution from both bound vortices and 
free vortices. The contribution from the bound pairs is t vb and th a t from free 
vortices is an imaginary term  which is dissipative:
cw(uj) =  evb(oj) +  27rf2# nn„/(fu;Lfco). (2.26)
Here n v is the density of free vortices and £ is the coherence length. The
second term  in the above equation is simply the resistance of the  supercon­
ducting film expressed in term s of th e  norm al state resistance. T he first term  
which is the response of the bound pairs is dependent on their separation. 
Pairs with separation larger than some length rw cannot adjust to  the field if 
the period is small and hence do not participate in the renorm alization. The 
frequency-dependent characteristic separation is given by rw =  ^/(14£)/co), 
where D  =  f ikgT  is the diffusion constant and y  =  2e2^ 2Rn/( irh2) is the 
mobility. The effect of taking into account is tha t the renorm alization 
changes and the value of T k t  predicted by the static theory changes. The 
dielectric constant becomes complex to account for dissipative vortex motion.
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The contribution of the bound pairs [49] to the impedance is given by the 
first term  for Re Z  in equation 2.27. The second term  in the equation is the 
resistance due to free vortices [44]. The equations for the real and im aginary 
part of the  im pedance are:
Re Z  =  2TC3ecLtjLkoy2[lw) +  27rf2Rnn„, 
Im Z  =  CcwTfcoU + * ( U ) , (2.28)
(2.27)
under the condition 0 < lw < lw and < <  /_ for T  < T k t ,  where lw  is 
the sam ple scale, and l± =  ln(£±/a0), where is the average separation of 
bound pairs th a t are present at a tem perature less than  T k t ,  and is the  
separation between the free vortices .
Equation 2.27 gives the ac response of the film. The peak in the  ac 
response occurs because at tem peratures below the K-T transition tem pera­
ture, the first term  in the equation for the real part of the impedance dom ­
inates. It increases as the tem perature is increased from 0 K resulting in 
the peak on the low tem perature side. In o ther words, y 2{l) increases as 
the tem peratu re  is increased. For tem peratures greater than T k t ,  there are 
no vortex pairs for length scales greater th an  £+ which itself decreases as a 
function of tem perature. Therefore the contribution to Re Z  comes from the 
second term  in equation 2.27. Physically, vortices are spontaneously created 
as bound pairs a t low tem peratures. As th e  tem perature is increased, the  
vortex pairs break apart and free vortices are created in the system. These
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free vortices cause dissipation as they move around and this results in an 
increase in the resistance of the  sample.
Assuming the sam ple size and the frequency are small, th e  above equa­
tions reduce to [49]:
Re Z  =  27r^2Rnn„, (2.29)
Im Z  =  ecuLkoil + (2.30)
for rw >  W  the size of the sample. In the above expression for the  real 
part of the im pedance, the resistance ratio (ReZ/Rn)  depends on n v and 
hence its tem perature  dependence governs the tem perature dependent re­
sponse (ReZ/Rn) .  In a  sm all tem perature  range close to the  transition , a 
plot of (ReZ/Rn)  versus (T — T k t ) / [ T co — T )~0'5 will result in a  stra igh t 
line. This tem perature  dependence comes from n„ which goes as £^2, which 
in turn  has the above tem peratu re  dependence [47].
The dynam ic theory predicts dissipation in the ac response of th e  su­
perconductor. Therefore R e(Z -1 ) should exhibit a peak as a function 
of tem perature. Equations 2.27 should model the response of the  sam ­
ples. In equation 2.27 the leading tem perature dependence of R e(Z -1 ) 
is given by n„, the vortex density term . The vortex density is given as
n„ =  const x «f^2. In the  dynam ic lim it the universal constant K  =  j
is replaced by K  =  £(1 -f [/n(14Z)/u;f2)]-1 ), where D is the  diffusivity of 
the vortives. The diffusivity is given by D  =  f i K s T  and th e  m obility 
is /j. = 2e2£2R n/(irh2). £ is the Ginzburg Landau coherence length  and  its
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dirty  lim it form [2] may be used to determ ine the dynam ic correction to the  
universal constant.
In the next chapter the experim ental setup  and data taking process is 
outlined following which the data is presented.
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Chapter 3 
Experim ental M ethod
3.1 Sam ple Preparation
The preparation of Y Ba 2 Cu3 0 7 -;r films was done a t the  Oak Ridge Na­
tional Laboratory by M. G. Godbole and D. H. Lowndes. The following 
sample preparation procedure was provided by D. H. Lowndes. Epitaxial 
YBa2 Cu3 0 7 - x (YBCO) films with thickness of 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 f im  were 
grown on 0.5 cm x 1.0 cm (001) S rT i0 3 substrates by pulsed laser ablation. 
A cylindrical lens focused the KrF (248 nm) laser beam to a ~1S mm long 
horizontal line (energy density ~  1.8 J/cm 2) on a 25.4 cm diam eter target. 
This line was scanned vertically by moving the lens up and down as the target 
also was rotated in order to suppress cone form ation and m aintain a  smooth 
target surface and a  uniform deposition rate of ~  0.1 nm  per laser shot at
1.1 Hz [50, 51]. The YBCO target, located 7.5 cm from the  substrate  heater, 
was prepared by ablating 1,500 laser shots prior to film growth. S rT i0 3 sub­
strates were bonded to the  heater surface with Ag paste [52] and were heated
32
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to the  750° C growth tem peratu re  a t 10° C /m in. Visual inspection when hot 
showed that all of the samples were uniformly heated (no dark regions); after 
growth, all of the  films were black and uniformly shiny. Films were grown in 
200 m torr of O 2 ; following growth, the samples were cooled to  room tem per­
a tu re  a t 10° C /m in  in 200-400 to rr of O2 . X-ray diffraction showed th a t all 
of the  YBCO films (with and w ithout Ag) had excellent c-axis perpendicular 
orientation.
Ag-doped YBCO films were grown in the  same way using a ta rget w ith a 
nominal composition Y Bax.gs A g o . 3 5  C U 3 . 0  0 7_r ( ~ 5  wt % Ag). YBCO films 
grown in 650 — 700° C tem perature  range show improved m icrostructural and 
superconducting properties when ~ 5  wt % Ag is added to the ablation target 
[53, 54]. The principal improvements are increased J c [53, 54, 55], where J c 
is the current density, and reduced microwave surface im pedance [54], which 
apparently result from the substantial grain enlargem ent and alignm ent th a t 
have been observed [53, 54]. The Ag is not incorporated w ithin the YBCO 
grains but instead segregates to the film surface [56] (and perhaps to the 
grain boundaries) as m etallic Ag. The lack of a  chemical reaction between 
YBCO and Ag is consistent w ith observations th a t high quality, in-plane 
aligned YBCO films can be grown on single-crystal Ag or on an epitaxial Ag 
buffer layer [57].
T he lead (Pb) films w ith thicknesses of 500 A and 5000 A were grown a t 
LSU on a  glass cover slide cut to dimensions of 0.5 cm x 1.0 cm. A Kinney 
evaporator (model num ber KSE-2) was used to evaporate the  films. Lead
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pellets th a t were 99.99 % pure were placed on the boat which was 18 cm 
away from the  target glass film. The boat was heated and as the Pb melted 
it was evaporated onto the  glass slide and a K urt J. Lesker (model num ber 
QXM-500) thickness m onitor was used to detect its thickness. W hen the film 
reached the  desired thickness, the current th a t heated the  boat was turned 
off. T he entire  evaporation was done inside a  glass bell ja r , in a  vacuum of 
LO-6 Torr.
3.2 E xperim enta l Setup
3.2.1 Contactless AC Measurement
For all m easurem ents, the samples were placed in a  circular coil of 52 
turns of 40 gauge copper wire wound on an epoxy coil form. An rf current 
was passed through the  coil to create an rf field perpendicular to the sample 
in the configuration. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1. T he coil inductance 
was shunted by a capacitor to form an LCR resonant circuit with a  reso­
nant frequency near 2 MHz. A low frequency HP (model num ber 4192A) 
network analyzer connected to the resonant circuit through a  50 Q coaxial 
cable provided the excitation  source and m ade the measurements of the  com­
plex im pedance of th e  coil-sample configuration. An ac m easurem ent of the 
impedance was perform ed over a  range of frequencies spanning the resonant 
frequency of the  LCR circuit. This was preferred over dc m easurem ents since 
dc m easurem ents require the  m aking of contacts of the wire on the sample.
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Figure 3.1: The sam ple placed in the  coil with the  rf field perpendicular to 
the plane of the sample.





The contact resistance of the wire on the sam ple can be a problem  and leads 
to heating of the sample. In addition there are very few m easurem ents using 
ac techniques on these samples. Hence, the contact free ac technique was 
used for all of the measurements.
The network analyzer is a fully autom atic high performance instrum ent 
designed to measure a wide range of impedance param eters as well as gain, 
phase and group delay. It has a built-in frequency synthesizer which has 
sweep capability. The synthesizer can be set to measure frequency from 5 
Hz to 13 MHz with ImHz m axim um  resolution. The oscillator level (Osc 
level) can be varied from 5mV to 1.IV rms with 1 mV resolution. T he mea­
suring frequency or the Osc level can be varied manually or autom atically. 
In impedance measurement, the analyzer can m easure absolute value of the  
impedance, absolute value of the adm ittance, phase angle, resistance, reac­
tance, inductance, capacitance, dissipation factor and quality factor. For our 
experim ent, it was used in the mode tha t measures the absolute value of 
impedance and the phase angle. The analyzer has interface capability  th a t 
allows for complete remote control operation of all the front panel control 
key settings.
The network analyzer uses a  vector-voltage-current ratio m easurem ent 
m ethod to determ ine the im pedance of the device under test (D U T). In this 
m ethod, the impedance is determ ined by measuring the ratio  between the 
applied test signal and the current flowing through the DUT. A voltage to 
current converter amplifier is used to m easure the actual current flowing
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through the  DUT. T he basic circuits have some balancing circuits to extend 
the m easurem ent regime to high frequencies in the MHz range. T he phase 
angle is determ ined using a phase detection circuit.
3.2.2 The Cryostat
Figure 3.2 shows a  diagram  of the cryostat th a t was used in the  exper­
im ent. T he cryostat shown in Figure 3.2 was placed inside a  set of two 
glass dewars. The cryostat assembly has two cans and both the  cans have 
pum ping lines as shown in Figure 3.2 that were connected to mechanical 
pumps. A Norton (model 801) vacuum gauge was connected on each line 
to m easure the  pressure in mTorr. T he cans were pum ped down close to  0 
mTorr on the scale of the  Vacuum gauge. After the cans were pum ped, the 
cryostat which was inside a double glass dewar was cooled. Of the two glass 
dewars, the  outer one is a  perm anently sealed glass dewar in which nitrogen 
is filled. It is a double walled perm anently evacuated glass dewar. The inner 
dewar is double walled too with an outlet through which it can be pum ped. 
Before precooling, this dewar is usually pumped out, filled with air again and 
pum ped out again. This process of flushing the dewar cleans it out and any 
helium th a t might have diffused through the glass earlier is removed.
Once the  inner dewar had been pum ped out, a small am ount of exchange 
gas was pu t in it. On the  completion of the process of cleaning the dewars 
and the  evacuation of cans, the  system  was cooled by filling the  outer dewar 
with nitrogen. The system  cooled to nitrogen tem perature in approxim ately
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Figure 3.2: A drawing of the  cryostat with the pum ping lines and  the wire 
feedthroughs for the various connections.
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four hours, whereupon, liquid helium was transferred into the  inner dewar. 
After the system  cooled to  4 K, the data  talcing process was begun. If the 
desired tem peratures a t which measurements were required were above 77 K, 
then only nitrogen was used to cool the system  and both  the inner and outer 
dewar were filled with nitrogen. The coil sample assembly, placed inside 
the double vacuum can, cools to the nitrogen or helium  tem peratu re  due to 
the low pressure exchange gas which was put into the  cans after they were 
evacuated to m aintain contact with the nitrogen or helium  bath  as the  case 
may be.
The samples which were 1 cm by 0.5 cm in dimension were placed in the 
cavity of a spool made of epoxy on which the coil was wound. The bottom  
of the samples had some G E varnish to allow for good therm al contact with 
the spool. Two therm om eters, a  silicon diode and a  ru thenium  oxide resistor 
were placed using GE varnish in the cavity of the spool near the  sam ple for 
tem perature  m easurem ent. The spool is held in place a t the  bottom  of a 
rubber cork with some tape. T he cork is a t the end of the  line which was 
the feedthrough for the  coil wires from the top of the  cryostat as shown in 
Figure 3.2. The wires for the  therm om eter and the heater have separate 
feedthrough lines as shown in Figure 3.2. The silicon diode therm om eter 
was connected to a Lakeshore cryotronics unit th a t read the  tem perature  
directly. The Lakeshore un it was in turn connected to  the  com puter which 
records the tem perature. A m anganin heater wire of about 15 Q was w rapped 
on the outside of the inner can in ord er to heat the  can for tem peratu re
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regulation. A program m able Harrison (model no 6206B) 20 V power supply 
was connected to the heater wire on the inner can through the  connector at 
the top of the  cryostat. The tem perature was set and controlled through a 
PID (Proportional Integral Differential) control network w ith the com puter 
sending com m ands to all the  instrum ents and recording the  d a ta  received 
from them .
To s ta r t the da ta  taking process, first the tem perature was set to a  desired 
value in the relevant subroutine of the tem perature control program . After 
the tem peratu re  equilibrated to within 0.01K of the set tem perature, the 
network analyzer was used to measure the impedance over a  set frequency 
range spanning the resonant frequency of the  sample coil arrangem ent. Once 
the  frequency sweep was completed, the tem perature was changed to the 
next desired value and the frequency sweep was repeated. Most of the  m ea­
surem ents were performed in the 78 K to 130 K tem peratu re  range. The 
network analyzer measures the impedance am plitude and the  phase angle of 
the  sam ple coil arrangem ent. From these d a ta  the required inform ation was 
ex tracted  as explained in the data  analysis section later.
In addition to the ac impedance measurement, another m easurem ent us­
ing a m arginal oscillator technique was performed. In this m easurem ent a 
marginal oscillator circuit was connected to the coil in which the  sam ple 
had been placed. The m arginal oscillator was connected to  a  ±15 V Hewlett 
Packard power supply (model num ber 7201A). The dc o u tp u t of the  m arginal 
oscillator was connected to the ADC 488/16 unit tha t recorded the dc voltage.
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The marginal oscillator oscillates a t the  resonant frequency of the  circuit, in 
this case the sam ple placed in the  coil, and this resonant frequency (which 
was in the 2MHz range) was recorded using a HP5316 frequency counter. 
These da ta  were not used for any analysis as it is not clear if the  ou tpu t volt* 
age is purely resistive, free of any inductive com ponent. This m easurem ent 
was only performed as a check on the da ta  taken using the  network analyzer.
The marginal oscillator technique used was based on th e  one used by 
Knight et al. [58]. The circuit used was a transistorized version of K night’s 
circuit. The cricuit consists of an em itter-coupled, tw o-transistor oscillator 
which can be used a t high rf  levels. A fixed amount of power is supplied to  the 
LC tank circuit of the  oscillator. The circuit has a  high quality  factor. The 
ou tpu t stage of the oscillator has a rectifier circuit th a t uses two diodes. This 
rectifier, or detector as it is som etim es called, gives a  dc signal proportional 
to the instantaneous rf level. Tuning of the circuit was achieved by actually 
changing the value of the  capacitor th a t is part of the LC tan k  circuit. The 
values of the components were adjusted to yield a clean signal as determ ined 
with the help of an oscilloscope.
The rf ou tpu t was connected to a frequency counter th a t determ ined the 
frequency of oscillation and  the  dc ou tpu t was recorded as m entioned earlier 
w ith the help of the 488/16 ADC. The entire m arginal oscillator circuitry 
was built inside a  box th a t m ounts on to the BNC connector on top of the 
cryostat. The BNC connector connects to  the actual coil of the  sample-coil 
arrangem ent. The m arginal oscillator circuit is shown in Figure 3.3.












Figure 3.3: C ircuit diagram  of the m arginal oscillator circuit.
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3.2.3 Pin Connections
The wires from the heater and the therm om eters come up through the 
cryostat to  the  connectors on the top of the flange. The connectors on the  top 
flange are shown in Figure 3.2. The pin connections for the therm om eters 
are:
P i n # Connection
1 + V  diode lead
2 -V diode lead
3 blank
4 100 Kohm resistor lead
5 100 Kohm resistor lead
6 -I diode lead
7 + 1  diode lead
S blank
In addition the coil wires come up on the flange to a BNC connector. The 
heater wires come up to  another 8  pin connector of which only the pins I 
and 2  are used as the connections for the heater wire.
3.3 P ID  Tem perature Control
The PID [59] network stands for the proportional integral differential 
feedback network. This is the most common m ethod used to  regulate and
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set tem peratures in low tem perature  experiments. The difference in the  set 
tem peratu re  and the actual tem peratu re  is usually called th e  error. T he pro­
portional part of the  PID produces an ou tpu t th a t is proportional to  the  error. 
T he proportional part is never used by itself because an error is required to 
m aintain  an ou tpu t. As a result as soon as the desired set tem peratu re  is 
reached the heater ou tpu t will go to  zero and the system will begin cooling 
again. The integral part of the PID produces an output th a t is the  integral 
of the  error signal. Along with the  proportional part it continuously changes 
the output until the error goes to zero. The disadvantage of the  integral 
m ode is th a t it causes oscillation of the  controlled variable. To overcome this 
problem  the  derivative control is added to the proportional and integral part. 
T he  derivative part produces an ou tp u t th a t is proportional to the  ra te  of 
change of the  error signal. It produces an anticipatory action th a t reduces 
the  error produced by sudden load changes. Therefore the o u tp u t of the  PID 
control program can be w ritten as:
V = K le + ^ f  edt + K zTdj t +  Vo, (3.1)
where A'i, A'2 , A' 3  are the proportional, integral and derivative constants, e 
is the  error or the difference between the set tem perature and the actual 
tem perature. V  is the ou tpu t of the  controller where Vo is the  ou tpu t before 
the current change in tem perature. This is also called a three mode controller. 
The values of the the three K  param eters are adjusted so th a t the  system  
settles to the desired tem perature  in a  short tim e without oscillating too
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much. These values for our system  were discovered by cooling down and 
testing over different tem perature  ranges the  effectiveness of the  PID . The 
values of the param eter K  thus determ ined were then used la ter on during 
the actual da ta  taking process.
The process of tem perature equilibration is as follows. F irst the  system  
was cooled to nitrogen tem perature. Then the program was set to  perform  
the required tem perature and frequency sweeps. Let’s say the set tem per­
a tu re  was SO K. The PID program  calculated the voltage ou tpu t needed to 
change the  tem perature from 77.35 K (Nitrogen tem perature) to SO K. This 
voltage ou tpu t was sent to a digital to analog converter tha t converts it to an 
analog value. This voltage value was sent to  a  voltage source which puts out 
the  required voltage. This voltage was fed to  the  heater wire w rapped around 
the  inner can and heated the can up slowly. If the  tem perature increased be­
yond the set value then the voltage ou tpu t was decreased and th e  nitrogen 
in the  glass dewars cooled the can back. In this m anner the desired tem per­
a tu re  was reached. W hen the tem peratu re  was set at the desired value, the 
network analyzer began its frequency sweep over a  set frequency range.
3.4 D escription  O f T he D a ta  C ollection Sys­
tem
The com puter th a t controls the  entire  process of setting the requisite pa­
ram eters and collecting da ta  was a  M acintosh SE/30. The software th a t was 
used to  w rite all the programs was LabView2.2. T he computer was connected
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to a  Lakeshore Cryotronics unit for recording tem peratu re  through the serial 
port on the back of the com puter. The serial port was first initialized using 
the  serial port initialization routine tha t sets the  various param eters like the 
port num ber, baud rate, buffer size, and so on. T he program that actually  
reads the tem peratu re  value and writes it to the com puter is the “Read ther­
m om eter ’1 routine. It has a  wait tim e of 3.5 ms and updates the tem perature 
every 3.5 ms.
The SE/30 has a  GPIB board and all other instrum ents connected to 
the  com puter were connected through the GPIB interface. The com puter 
was connected to an EG-G Lock-in amplifier (m odel num ber 5209). The 
only use of the  Lock-in was to convert a  given digital signal to  an analog 
value (A/D converter). The program TC Monitor was the program in which 
the param eters of the PID control network and the  desired value of the 
tem peratu re  were set. This routine had a  subroutine called PID-pos. In 
this subroutine the actual value of the ou tpu t voltage was calculated based 
on the values of the  param eters set in the TC M onitor. Therefore once 
a  tem peratu re  value is set the voltage th a t was needed for the heater was 
calculated and this digital value was fed to the Lock-in amplifier. The digital 
to analog board in the  5209 converted the digital value to an analog value and 
this was then fed to  the 6206B Harrison power supply. T he supply provided 
the requisite voltage which was fed to the heater wires wrapped around the 
inner can.
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The program  th a t read the network analyzer was called the 4192A.test. 
This routine took care of the initialization of the network analyzer and set 
it in the correct m ode for measurement. The frequency range in which the 
measurem ent was to be performed was set through this routine. It sent the 
required com m ands to  the network analyzer and after the  analyzer performed 
the required m easurem ent the data  were sent back to be recorded. The main 
program th a t has links to all the programs m entioned earlier was called 
the TC D ata Aqcopy.vi. This was where all the param eters (except the 
param eters for the  PID  control unit) for the entire da ta  taking process could 
be set and the  entire process could thus be autom ated.
The program  HP5316b.vi reads the HP5316 frequency counter for the 
d ata  acquisition on the marginal oscillator experim ent. The program  ADC 
4SS/16.vi reads the instrum ent ADC 488/16, the analog to digital converter 
th a t reads the dc ou tpu t of the marginal oscillator. The two instrum ents are 
connected to the GPIB board on the Macintosh SE/30. The M ODataAq.vi 
is the main program  th a t controls the autom atic da ta  taking process on the 
marginal oscillator experim ent. It incorporates the tem perature  reading and 
PID control systems m entioned earlier. The block diagram  of the com puter 
along with the various instrum ents used in the experim ent is given in Figure 
3.4 and a flowchart of the da ta  acquisition program is given in Figure 3.5.
Similar m easurem ents were carried out in the presence of an external 
magnetic field. The field values at which these measurem ents were performed 
range from 1 Kgauss to  5 Kgauss. The field was created by a  Varian M agnet

















Figure 3.4: [Block diagram  of the  instrum entation setup. T he figure shows 
the various instrum ents connected to the  Macintosh SE/30 through the GPIB 
board and the Serial Port.
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Figure 3.5: Flowchart of the d a ta  acquisition program.
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system  (v-3600 series 12 inch m agnet). T he dewar is placed in between 
the  two pole pieces of the m agnet. The Varian magnet is a low im pedance 
electrom agnet tha t provides precise control of the  magnetic field. The m agnet 
is w ater cooled and the regulated power supply th a t runs the current through 
the system  can be regulated to  w ithin very small tolerances. The power 
supply has been calibrated for the field settings and the field can be set for 
the  desired value by using the  field dial setting.
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Chapter 4 
Zero Field M easurem ents
4.1 D ata  A nalysis
The m easurements th a t have been made are of the to ta l system  (coil plus 
sample) impedance as a function of frequency a t fixed tem perature. Since 
the sample is placed in a  copper coil of 52 turns, the sam ple coil arrangem ent 
has a finite inductance and the capacitance is due to the  coaxial cable coming 
up through the cryostat to the  network analyzer. Also, as the  tem perature  is 
increased from below Tc to above Tc the sample contributes resistance along 
with the resistance associated with the wire itself. Since the circuit has a 
resonant response, it was modeled on an LCR circuit.
To determ ine the non-sample circuit changes as a  function of tem pera­
ture, the initial measurem ents were performed on the coil system  w ith only 
the SrTiOa substrate  in it. The substrate was placed in the  coil and the 
impedance was m easured as a  function of the frequency over a  range tha t 
spans the resonant frequency of the  sample coil arrangem ent.
51
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This m easurem ent was repeated at tem peratures between the range 78 
K to 130 K in steps th a t ranged from 0.1 K to 2 K. At tem peratures close 
to the transition, which was in the range 85 K to 90 K, the  tem perature 
step size was m aintained a t 0.1 K whereas away from it, th a t is, between the 
range 78 K to 85 K and 90 K to 130 K the tem peratu re  step size was 2 K. 
At each tem perature, the tem perature was stabilized to  w ithin 0.0IK  of the 
set tem perature.
The circuit th a t models the substrate is similar to  Figure 4.1 w ith R s and 
Ls set to zero and the  impedance of only the substrate  in the  coil can be 
w ritten as :
\Z\ -  ■u
(Ll/C!) + {RH^cp
Rb + (uiLb — 1 /u jC b )2 ’ V ;
where the b in the param eters Rb, Lb and Cb refers to the  substrate . Now 
this can be w ritten in term s of its real and imaginary parts also. We have a 
measure of the m agnitude of the impedance and the phase angle and from this 
a  measure of the real and imaginary part of the im pedance of the  blank coil 
system at a  fixed tem peratu re  over a range of frequencies. We were interested 
in determ ining the param eters Rb, Lb and Cb, at each tem peratu re. To do 
this, the real and im aginary parts of the impedance were recorded at two 
fixed frequencies and the param eters Rb, Lb and Cb were determ ined. These 
values were then used in the  equation to generate the real and im aginary part 
of the im pedance over the entire frequency range and these were compared
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Rs Ls
Figure 4.1: C ircuit Diagram of the coupled circuit. T he subscripts b and s 
refer to  the  substrate  and the sample respectively.
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to the  actual m easured values. A quan tity  d  is defined which is:
d =  £  ^ ( R e  Z  -  Rm )^ + (Im  Z  -  X m) \  (4.2)
/V
where Re Z  is the real part of the  im pedance from the above equation, Rm 
is the  actual m easured real part of the  im pedance, Im Z  is the imaginary 
part of the  im pedance from the equation , X m is the actual measured imag­
inary part of the  impedance and N  stands for the number of da ta  points in 
the entire frequency range. This definition of d is different from the standard 
definition of x 2  in tha t the quantity  cr, which is the experimental uncertainty, 
divides the right hand side of the  above equation. Since the experim ental 
uncertainties were small and resulted in laxge values of x 2 that the minimiza­
tion routines couldn’t handle, the above definition of d was used. Here d is a 
measure of the  deviation of the real and im aginary parts of the fit from the 
measured values. The point is to determ ine the param eters such th a t d is 
minimized. By equating the real and  im aginary parts of the equation to  the 
actual m easured real and imaginary im pedance, we get equations th a t can be 
solved sim ultaneously to determ ine the param eters Rb,Lb and Cb- For these 
param eters the value of d is also determ ined. This is done for different sets 
of frequency values over the entire m easurem ent range. All these param eters 
were used to  determ ine the corresponding d’s and the four sets th a t gave 
the sm allest possible d  were retained. A routine ’’formfit.f” was w ritten  to 
autom ate the above procedure . Now a m inim ization routine was used [60] 
to determ ine the best choice of the param eters. This routine requires 4 seed
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values which were the four sets of values from the above procedure. From 
these seed param eters the  program minimizes d  and the param eters Rb, Lb 
and Cb are determined.
The above process helps in the determ ination of the  three param eters at 
each tem perature. Figure 4.2 is a  plot of the  real and im aginary part of the 
im pedance as a function of frequency. The points are the actual data values 
and the line is the fit using the equation with the  param eters determ ined. 
T he value of d, given on the graph, is 2859 Cl. This value of d is the deviation 
for 41 d a ta  points, or in other words the average deviateion from the values 
generated by the fit is about 70 Cl. The visual fit is good as can be seen from 
the Figure 4.2. If the value of d were to be doubled it would lead to a 0.2 % 
change in Rb, and 0.7 % change in Lb and Cb- This change m ay seem small 
but the deviation of the fit from the points is evident from the dotted line 
in Figure 4.2, especially in the case of the real p a rt of the impedance. A 10 
% change in Rb alone would change the d to 46000 Cl implying a change of 
1120 Cl in the average value. Hence the param eters determ ined result in very 
good fits to the data  and the errors should be less than  1  %.
4.2 Zero F ield  D ata
The graphs of the blank param eters as a  function of tem perature are 
as shown in the Figure 4.3. The fit on the  resistance is given by 0.0185 
± 4  x 10- 4  for the slope and 4.59± 0.04 for th e  intercept. T he fit on the 
inductance yields 3.0 x  10" 4  ± 6  x 10- 5  for the  slope and 2.827± 0.006 for the
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Figure 4.2: Real and Im aginary parts of the Impedance. The m easured d a ta  
are the points in the  graph and the  line is the fit. The dotted  line is the  fit 
when the value of d  is doubled.
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intercept. The resistance versus tem perature graph has some slope due to the 
resistance of the copper wire. The inductance and capacitance are m ore or 
less flat as a  function of tem perature. Now the sam e procedure is carried out 
for the  sam ple d a ta  to  determ ine the  param eters for the  d a ta  as a  function 
of tem perature. Because a superconductor close to zero tem peratu re  has an 
inductive response and starts  exhibiting some ac resistance as the  tem pera­
ture is increased, th e  sample in the coil will have a different resistance and 
inductance from th e  blank at all tem peratures. The capacitive contribution 
is from the coaxial cable and should rem ain unchanged.
To determ ine the  sam ple impedance, the d a ta  for real and im aginary 
parts of the im pedance are taken and using the  equations for the  real and 
imaginary part of th e  impedance of the circuit, the individual values of the 
new resistance, inductance and capacitance are determ ined. Then the  sets of 
values for the  sm allest d are used in the  m inim ization routine to  determ ine 
the new resistance and  inductance. The capacitance values are retained to be 
the ones tha t were obtained for the blank. Hence this is a  two param eter fit 
instead of a  three param eter one as in the  case of th e  blank.This procedure 
is repeated for every tem perature  and thus the resistance and inductance of 
the sample as a  function of tem perature axe determ ined.
The addition of the  sam ple results in its im pedance being reflected into 
the prim ary and the to ta l impedance can be w ritten  as Z t  =  Zb + Z Tef  where 
Zf, is the impedance of the  substrate alone and the im pedance reflected into 
the prim ary is Zref  =  where Z„ is the  sam ple im pedance. In our
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Figure 4.3: R&, Lj and Q, versus tem perature.
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experim ental configuration the plane of the  sam ple is perpendicular to the 
applied m agnetic field. Thus all the induced currents over m ost of the area 
of the sam ple cancel each other leaving a  net circulation current around the 
perim eter of the  sample. Therefore, the sam ple can be modeled to be a single 
turn  coil inside the prim ary of 52 turns. This approxim ates a  closely coupled 
transform er w ith Z rej  =  ( j£ ) 2Zs =  2.7 x 103Z a in our m easurem ent. This is 
taken in to  account in determ ining all the circuit param eters. The plot of the 
resistance of the  sam ple as a  function of tem peratu re  is shown in the Figure 
4.4. T he inductance of the sample as a function of tem peratu re  is as shown 
in Figure 4.5.
There is a  peak in the resistance versus tem perature  curve of the sample. 
This is indicative of the K-T phase transition. At low tem peratures, the 
vortices are  bound together. As the tem perature  increases, the vortices break 
apart and  free vortices are created. These free vortices cause dissipation as 
they move around. This is seen as an increase in the  resistance of the sample. 
The sam e result can be seen in the marginal oscillator d a ta  as shown in 
Figure 4.6. The plot in the case of the m arginal oscillator is tha t of the 
dc voltage ou tpu t of the oscillator sample coil arrangem ent as a  function of 
tem peratu re. T he reason these da ta  are not used for any of the analysis 
is th a t th e  response function of the m arginal oscillator is not clearly known. 
These d a ta  were taken by letting the tem perature  drift through the transition 
while continuously recording the output voltage and tem perature.
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Figure 4.4: Rs versus T em perature for the 1  fim  thick sample. The clashed 
line represents the background.
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Figure 4.5: L5  versus T em perature for the 1.0 /zm thick sample. The dashed 
line represents the background.
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Figure 4.6: Marginal oscillator da ta  for the 0.25 fim  thick sample. The 
plot shows the  dc voltage ou tpu t of the marginal oscillator as a  function of 
tem perature.
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The plot of th e  inductance of the sample as a  function of tem perature  is 
as shown in  figure 4.5. T he inductance changes as the  penetration depth 
changes as a  function of tem perature. The bulk transition tem perature can 
be determ ined from  this graph. It is taken a t the  point where the induc­
tance begins to decrease as the tem perature is lowered. The K-T transition 
tem perature is taken  a t the peak of the resistive response. The K-T theory 
predicts th a t the  universal constant K  has the value 2 / k  a t the transition. 
This can be restated  in term s of the change in inductance and the prediction 
is th a t (LfcT/cr) - 1  =  8.1 x LO7  (HK ) - 1  at the transition [61]. From the change 
in the  inductance a t the transition and the transition tem perature, we deter­
mine this value to  be 2.34 x 107  (HK)-1 . This value is 28 % of the expected 
result. It m ust be pointed out here th a t the prediction does not account for 
the dynam ic correction expected in the case of experim ents and also th a t we 
have modeled our sam ple as a single turn coil w ith perfect coupling to the 
prim ary which is an approxim ation. The data  does yield the correct order of 
m agnitude for th e  change in inductance and points to the  m agnitude of the 
measurem ents being correct.
In chapter two it was pointed out tha t there is a peak in the ac dissipa­
tion of the sam ple. Therefore, one expects a peak in R eZ - 1  as a  function 
of tem perature. A plot of this for the 1  fim  sam ple is shown in Figure 
4.7. As pointed ou t earlier equations 2.27 in chapter 2 give the  expected 
tem perature  dependence of the  impedance. The leading tem peratu re  depen­
dence comes from the tem perature dependence of the free vortex density
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n„. T he  vortex density is proportional to  £jT2. The tem perature dependence 
of £+ =  a0exp(b /\JT  — Tk t ) [41] therefore gives the sample response as a 
function of tem perature and th is  is shown in Figure 4.7 as the  d o tted  line. 
Therefore the da ta  is consistent w ith the  predictions of the K -T transition .
T he K-T phase transition also predicts th a t the dc current voltage charac­
teristics are non-linear during th e  transition. A number of reported m easure­
m ents have been done of the  non-linear dc current voltage characteristics as 
m entioned earlier [33, 23]. To check the  non-linearity in the resistance values 
for these samples, the  following was done. The measurements above were all 
done for 1 V rms outpu t of the  signal coming out of the  network analyzer. 
This determ ines the rf field the  sam ple is placed in , which in tu rn  determ ines 
th e  induced currents in the sam ple. This rms output of the  network analyzer 
was varied at a fixed tem peratu re  and the impedance versus frequency was 
recorded. Using the procedure outlined above, the param eters R, L , C  were 
determ ined. Figure 4.8 is a  p lot of the  resistance of the sample as the  rm s 
o u tp u t of the analyzer was changed, a t various tem perature values.
Note tha t when the tem peratu re  setting  is away from the peak the re­
sistance is more or less flat or there  is no non-linearity. However, when the  
tem pera tu re  is set at a  point on th e  peak of the  R v s T  curve, the  resistance 
depends on the the rms voltage o r there is some non-linearity in the  response. 
This is the  tem perature range in which the non-linear dc IV characteristics 
have been recorded by other experim entalists. To ensure th a t th e  sam ple 
was not being heated due to th e  induced currents, the m easurem ent was
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Figure 4.7: Re Z  1 as a  function of tem perature for the sample. T he do tted  
line is the predicted tem peratu re  dependence.
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Figure 4.8: R versus V for the 1.0 fim thick sample. The figure shows the 
resistance of the  sample as a function of the  voltage of the network analyzer 
th a t determ ines the rf field value, at fixed tem perature  values.
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done over the entire tem perature  range of 78 K to 130 K for three different 
values of the rms ou tput voltage of the network analyzer. We find th a t the  
peak in the R  versus T  curves rem ains a t the same tem perature as shown in 
Figure 4.9. This implies th a t there  is no heating of the sample due to the 
currents generated in the sam ple. So the d a ta  is again consistent w ith  the  
expected K-T behavior.
The point of this investigation is to  determ ine the effective thickness of 
the  superconducting layer in YBCO. As was pointed out in chapter two, the  
renorm alization constant K r  takes a universal value of 2 / tt a t the transition . 
Again K r  is given as:
2
^ = 16* ^ ^  = ?  ( 4 ' 3 )
where s stands for the effective thickness of the superconducting layer, and  
lam bda stands for the penetration depth. However, as pointed out in chap ter 
2, the dynamic correction to this te rm  is determ ined to be £[/n(14.D/u;£2)]-1 , 
where D  is the diffusivity of the vortices. The diffusivity is determ ined from 
the  mobility as shown in chapter 2 and the mobility depends on the norm al 
s ta te  resistance Rn. The norm al s ta te  resistance was determ ined from  the  
fact th a t T r t / T c0 =  (1 +  0.173eR n /(h e2))~l [49]. The value of the dielectric 
constant has been determ ined to  be 4.6 by Fiory et al. [19]. We determ ine 
the  dynamical correction to be 8.4 % which is comparable to the 6.5 % value 
determ ined by Fiory et al. Now, to determ ine the effective thickness, the  
penetration depth at the transition  tem peratu re  has to be known.
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Figure 4.9: R versus T  for the  1.0 /xm thick sample a t three Osc levels.
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To determ ine the  penetration depth w ithout using any BCS results, we 
followed the  m ethod of Gasparov et al. [32] since our geom etry is similar to 
theirs. As the  penetration depth changes with tem perature, the  resonant 
frequency also changed due to the changing inductance. The exact distribu­
tion of currents on the  film due to the coil is very com plicated and hence a 
simplified m ethod for the  determ ination of the penetration depth from the 
tem perature dependent frequency was used by the  authors. The descrip­
tion of the  m ethod to determ ine the penetration depth  from the resonant 
frequency response of the circuit follows.
The rf excitation current flowing in the coil w ith inductance L c creates 
a magnetic flux (f>c =  L CI.  This induces a  screening sheet current I, in 
the superconducting film w ith flux 4s =  l aL c a t zero penetration depth in 
a direction opposite to  4 c -  The screening flux is reduced by the  value of 
IsLk where Lk is the  sheet kinetic inductance when the penetration depth 
is greater than zero. Therefore, in the general case, the  4scr — LS(L C — Lk)- 
Therefore the to ta l m agnetic flux passing through the  coil is equal to 4s = 
4 c  -  4 sc r  =  I L C -  I S(L C -  Lk) =  I L S. Hence, L s = Lc( 1 -  / , / / )  +  (I s/ I ) L k or 
L 3 =  Le( 1 — a) + aLk-  The kinetic inductance is given by Lk =  (4tt/c2)A2fd. 
Therefore the inductance of the coil is given by:
Ls = Lc( l —Q) +  ^ A 2. (4.4)
Assuming th a t the resonant frequency can be w ritten  as /  =  1 /2 tx/Z C ,  
because the  corrections due to the resistance in the  LCR circuit are very
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small, the above equation can be w ritten in term s of the frequency as :
A (T ) =  fi
\
I f c ( T )  , , / t r \
^f j ry ' * ^
where P =  yJ(irc2d / a f 2C ).  Both alpha and beta were considered free pa­
ram eters and f c and / s are the resonant frequencies of the em pty coil and 
the  coil with the sample, m easured as a  function of tem perature.
To determ ine these constants, we carried out measurements on lead films. 
Two lead films were made on a glass slide. The thickness of the  films were 500
o o
A  and 5000 A  and the other dimensions were the same as the YBCO films. 
It is pertinent to point out here th a t the response of the 5000 A film does 
not show the expected peak of the 2d K-T phase transition. This thickness 
is larger than the penetration depth of lead and it behaves like a  3D system . 
However the 500 A film shows a  peak in its R versus T response because A is 
greater than the film thickness and the film exhibits 2d behavior. To get back 
to the penetration depth determ ination, the data  on the resonant frequency 
response of the lead films as a function of tem perature was taken and fit to 
the published penetration depth  d a ta  on lead of Mende et al [62]. In this 
m anner the geometrical param eters a  and (3 for the sample-coil arrangem ent 
were determined.
The data  of Mende et al. is a plot of the penetration depth in nm  as a 
function of (T /T c). These d a ta  can be fit to the following equation :
A(T) =  52.53^(1 - x 4) -  4.56 (4.6)
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where x  is (T f T c). The above dependence is not the exact result for strong 
coupling low tem perature  superconductors like lead and has a  2 % error 
associated with it. The fit using the above equation is shown in Figure 4.10, 
where the  line represents the equation and the points are the actual d a ta  of 
Mende et al. tha t I digitized from their paper. Now from the above equation 
for the penetration depth  , a  plot of A2(T)  versus { f d  fa)2 shown in Figure 
4.11 should yield 0 2 as the slope and 0 2{ct — 1) as the intercept. Thus the 
value of 0  and a  were determ ined to be 1973 ±  48 nm and 0.49 ±  0.03. 
Because a  and 0  depend only on the geometry of the m easurem ent, these 
values were then used to  determ ine the penetration depth for the  YBCO 
films. The plots of the  penetration depth in YBCO is as shown in Figure 
4.12. The fractional error in the penetration depth is about 4.24 %.
W ith these values of the penetration depth, the effective superconducting 
thickness was determ ined from equation 4.3 for the three films. T he effective 
thickness for the three films is as shown in Table 4.1.
Therefore the effective thickness for the  three films is 180 ±  16 A inde­
pendent of the film thickness. This result is close to what was determ ined 
by Yeh et al. for their 30 fim  single crystal though it is very different from 
the results of Gasparov [32] and Hebard [18]. The difference lies in the  
way the penetration depth values were determ ined by the two groups. T he 
im plication of this length scale is th a t 15 ±  1 bilayers of C u -0  planes are 
coupled together. (The distance between two sets of C u-0  planes is 11.7 A).  
This must imply th a t the order param eter has some extent along the  c-axis
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Figure 4.10: P enetration  depth in lead as a  function of reduced tem perature 
( T /T c). The points are the data  digitized from M ende’s paper and the line 
is the functioned fit .
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Figure 4.11: A2 versus (f c/ f 3)2 for lead. The A values were taken from 
Mende’s paper and the ( / c/ / a)2 values were determ ined from the resonant 
frequency da ta  taken on lead at the corresponding tem perature.
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Figure 4.12: A versus T  for YBCO for all th ree  samples.
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and hence m ust have som e s wave character. This seems to be consistent 
with the tunneling m easurem ents of Dynes et al. [63]. Our determ ination  
of the layer thickness is also consistent with the measurem ents of N orton et 
al. [64] on Y B C O /PrB C O . They have YBCO unit cells tha t are separated 
from other YBCO unit cells by PrBCO. They determ ine tha t the  com bina­
tion with only 1 unit cell of YBCO separated from another YBCO unit cell 
by approxim ately 20 nm  of PrBCO has a  very low K-T and bulk transition  
tem perature. For the case of 2 unit cells of YBCO th a t are separated from 
the next set of two unit cells by PrBCO, the K-T transition tem peratu re  and 
the bulk transition tem peratu re  increases. Figure 4.13 shows the change in 
the bulk transition tem peratu re  as the number of unit cells of YBCO th a t 
are together change. T he last d a ta  point on the curve for n =  14 is our d a ta  
point. Hence as the num ber of unit cells of YBCO increase the transition  
tem perature approaches the bulk value.
4.3 C onclusion
We have measured the  effective thickness of the superconducting layer in 
YBCO films of different thickness. All three samples of different thickness 
tha t we have exhibit two dimensional superconducting behavior and undergo 
the K-T phase transition  below the bulk transition tem perature. In addition, 
the length scale th a t defines this two dimensionality is the effective thickness 
and is determ ined to be approxim ately 180 A, independent of the sam ple 
thickness. The physical thickness of the  sample is not the  scale th a t defines
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Figure 4.13: Tco versus num ber of u n it cells of YBCO.
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the two dimensionality. This result implies tha t the  superconducting in ter­
action is not confined to a single pair of C u-0 planes, but extends over an 
average 15 layers in thin films. This m ust mean th a t the order param eter 
has some s wave character.
This result is consistent w ith the measurements of Norton and Lowndes 
[64] on Y B C O /PrB C O . They have m ade measurements on YBCO layers 
of thickness 1 unit cell to 8 unit cells th a t are separated from each o ther by 
PrBCO layers. They find th a t for the one unit cell, the Tk t  and Tc0 values are 
very low. As the num ber of YBCO unit cells tha t axe together increase, the 
interlayer coupling increases and the tem peratures increase. O ur m easured 
value of Tco for an effective thickness of 15 layers is consistent w ith their 
data.
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Table 4.1: Effective thickness in zero field of the superconducting layer 
the three samples.
Sam ple fj.m Superconducting thickness
1.0 184 ±  16 A
0.5 ISO ± 1 6  A
0.25 178 ± 1 5  A
78
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Chapter 5 
M agnetic Field M easurem ents
The behavior of YBCO in ex ternal perpendicular m agnetic fields has 
a ttrac ted  a lot of in terest due to  the  different phases of th e  vortex lattice 
th a t are present a t different field strengths. A num ber of m easurem ents have 
been performed on YBCO in external magnetic fields perpendicular to the 
plane of the sample. T he in terp re ta tion  of most of these m easurem ents has 
been in term s of a  m elting transition  of the vortex lattice to  a  vortex liquid 
phase. Some m easurem ents have been interpreted as a  K-T transition . There 
has been no theoretical work on the  extension of the K-T theory  for external 
perpendicular m agnetic fields. However, there is an extension to  the two 
dimensional coulomb gas problem  in an external m agnetic field [65]. The 
difference between the K-T theory and the coulomb gas problem  is th a t in 
the coulomb gas problem  the  in teraction is cut-off after som e characteristic 
length scale whereas in the  K -T  case it is taken to  have infinite ex ten t. A brief 
review of the sam ple sizes and the  field strengths a t which th e  m easurem ents
79
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have been performed is given. The purpose of this review is only to  point 
ou t the  various m easurem ents th a t have been perform ed in perpendicular 
m agnetic fields and to provide a  comparison to the the field values th a t have 
been used in our m easurem ents.
Wu et al. [66] have m ade frequency swept m easurem ents, in the  range 
1 to 600 MHz, of the  resistiv ity  of the samples in external fields of 0.5 T  
to  8 T . The thickness of the  samples ranged from 0.1-0.2 /zm and  the  o ther 
dim ensions were 9 X 1  m m 2. The real and im aginary part of the  resistivity 
were found to depend on th e  frequency with a power law behavior. This was 
in terpreted  to be a m elting transition  of the vortex solid to a  vortex liquid or 
norm al state. The field a t which the transition was identified to  occur was 
given as being close to 2.82 T . T he above m easurem ents were carried out a t 
a  tem peratu re  of 80.9 K.
Koch et al. [67] have m easured the  non-linear current voltage (IV) char­
acteristics. The m easurem ents were performed on films of thickness 0.4 /z 
m and with 8 x 40 /z m2 dimensions. The m easurem ents were perform ed a t 
fixed tem peratures. The tem pera tu re  range was between 89.9 K to 84.9 K 
for an external field of 0.5 T  and 80.8 K to 67.3 K for an external field of 4 
T . T he  d a ta  were found to  be in agreement with a  vortex glass transition . 
T he transition  tem perature  Tg for a  fixed field was identified to  be the  tem ­
pera tu re  a t which the  IV curves s ta rt showing a power law behavior. From 
the ir d a ta  on the current density  as a  function of tem perature, the  authors 
conclude th a t for the  d a ta  for 0.5 T and 1 T  fields, the  critical region for the
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transition  was probably not reached. Their d a ta  on the  higher fields yields 
the correct critical exponents for the vortex glass transition.
Gammel et al. [69] have studied flux lattice m elting in YBCO and 
Bi2.2Sr2Cao.8Cu208 (BSCCO). They find tha t in YBCO for fields perpen­
dicular to the plane of the  sample, it undergoes the m elting transition at 
Hc2. These d a ta  were taken in the field range of 0.5 T  to 5 T . However, for 
the case of the field parallel to the plane of the sample, m elting occurs 3.6 
K below the transition  for the perpendicular case. Here the  field range for 
the d a ta  was 1.5 T to 5 T . For the BSCCO crystal, the  m elting transition 
occurs much below the  bulk transition tem perature of 75 K. For both the 
field perpendicular and parallel to the plane of the sam ple the  melting occurs 
around 30 K for the d a ta  taken in the range of 1.5 T  to  5 T  for the perpen­
dicular orientation and in the range 2.7 T  to 5 T  for the  parallel case. The 
authors have no explanation for the observed phases and point out tha t the 
K-T theory is an appealing possibility, the problem being to explain why the 
tem peratures would be suppressed far below the bulk value for BSCCO.
Gorlova et al. [70] have performed measurements of the non-linear IV 
characteristics on BSCCO in external magnetic fields th a t range from 0 to 
100 gauss. T heir da ta  show the power law behavior expected in the case 
of the K-T transition. Latyshev et al. [71] have m ade measurements on 
BSCCO single crystals of dimensions 1 x 0.5 x 0.001 m m 3 in the  presence 
of external m agnetic fields. They measure the non-linear IV characteristics
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and determ ine th a t the resistance depends on the current for fields up to  400 
gauss as expected for the K-T transition.
M artin et al. [72] explain the dissipation observed in BSCCO at th e  su­
perconducting transition  on basis of the K-T theory of vortex unbinding. 
This conclusion is reached based on the exponential square root singularity 
in the resistivity and  the  power law dependence of resistivity  on magnetic 
field. The crystal dimensions were 1.41 mm  x 0.89 m m  x 2 ^m . The expected 
power law behavior was observed for fields up to 1 K gauss. They also de­
term ine the  effective thickness of the superconducting sheet for BSCCO to 
be 120 A. In addition, for low T c materials, ac m easurem ents on thin alu­
minum films [68] in the frequency range of 700 Hz to  80 MHz in external 
magnetic fields from  0.12 and 0.58 Gauss have been in terpre ted  as a change 
in response of the  vortex medium  from solid-like to fluid-like. There have 
been m easurem ents on Josephson junction arrays in th e  presence of external 
magnetic fields which show a K-T transition. Josephson junction  arrays are 
analogous to the 2d XY model. In the measurements on P b /C u /P b  arrays 
[73], a  two coil ac technique was used to determ ine the  complex ac response. 
The authors observe a  peak in the dissipation and a  drop in the  superfluid 
response as providing evidence for the vortex unbinding transition  predicted 
by K-T theory.
There are a few measurem ents consistent w ith th e  K -T behavior on 
BSCCO. However, most of the  measurements on YBCO are a t fields over 
1 T and they are consistent with the vortex m elting transitions. We have
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performed ac im pedance measurements in the  presence of an ex ternal perpen­
dicular and parallel m agnetic fields in the range 0 to  0.5 T . In addition some 
m easurem ents were done where the angle a t which the  ex ternal magnetic 
field was applied was continuously changed. This particu lar measurem ent 
was done a t a  fixed tem perature.
5.1 M easurem ents In P erpendicu lar M ag­
n etic  F iellds
In the presence of an external magnetic field, the  m easurem ents were car­
ried out in the  sam e m anner as for the zero field case and the  param eters 
/?, L  and C  were determ ined. The da ta  for the 0.25 f tm  sam ple is as shown 
in Figure 5.1. An external magnetic field introduces flux or vortices in the 
sample proportional to the external magnetic field. These free vortices cause 
other bound pairs to  break apart too and as a result the  K -T transition  tem ­
perature moves to a  lower value with increasing ex ternal m agnetic field. In 
addition the dissipation peak increases in m agnitude w ith increasing external 
perpendicular m agnetic field as there are more free vortices present. This can 
be seen in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.2 shows how the inductance of the  sample 
changes with th e  ex ternal magnetic field due to a  change in th e  penetration 
depth.
One of the  assum ptions m ade in deriving the tem p era tu re  dependence of 
the resistance ra tio  (R „ /R n ) is tha t n„, the  density of vortices th a t enters 
the expression for R 3/R n  is taken to be the free vortex density due to  vortex
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Figure 5.1: R (T) for external perpendicular m agnetic fields. The resistance 
of the 0.25 fim  sam ple as a  function of tem perature  for perpendicular external 
fields ranging from 0.1 T  to 0.5 T.
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Figure 5.2: L(T) for external perpendicular magnetic fields. The inductance 
of the 0.25 [im sample for perpendicular magnetic fields ranging from 0.1 T 
to 0.5 T.
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unbinding. A ctually n v is the sum of two contributions coming from the free 
vortices due to  vortex unbinding and the field induced vortices [49]. If ra#, 
the density of field induced vortices is small com pared to  up , the  free vortex 
density, then n v can still be approxim ated by rip. Therefore in sm all external 
magnetic fields, if the  density of the field induced vortices is small, the K-T 
scaling relations could still hold.
The ac im pedance measurement and the  resulting resistance show the 
sam e qualitative behavior as the zero field data . The peak is the  K-T transi­
tion tem perature  and the bulk transition tem peratu re  is the point where the 
inductance begins to reduce as the tem peratu re  is decreasing.
Since the  R  versus T  graph in the external perpendicular magnetic field 
is consistent w ith the K-T transition, it was analyzed in the  sam e manner as 
the zero field d a ta  and the  effective thickness of the superconducting layer 
was determ ined. The penetration depth was determ ined for the  field depen­
dent da ta  in th e  sam e m anner as for the zero field data. F irst, the resonant 
frequency of the  sam ple coil arrangem ent was determ ined a t each tem pera­
ture. This was used in the  equation 4.5 to determ ine the penetration depth. 
Once the penetration  depth  was determ ined, the effective superconducting 
thickness was calculated. Figure 5.3 shows the penetration depth  for the 
0.25 fim  sam ple for the  different m agnetic fields. T he effective supercon­
ducting thickness for the  two samples in the  different m agnetic fields is as 
shown in Table 5.1. The values obtained for the  effective thickness axe not 
significantly different for the zero field m easurem ents. Therefore the length
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Figure 5.3: A in the  1 p m  sample in a  perpendicular field. The plot shows 
the penetration  dep th  in the 1 /im sample for external field values th a t range 
from 0.1 T  to  0.5 T.
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scale along the c-axis which is of interest is the same in zero field or up to 
0.5 T perpendicular field for YBCO.
5.2 P arallel M agnetic Fields
The external perpendicular magnetic field introduces free vortices and 
the axis of these free vortices is aligned along the c-axis or along the field. 
In the presence of an external driving current, these vortices experience a  
Lorentz force and they move around causing resistance in the sample. Now 
if the field is ro tated  such th a t the field is parallel to the planes, then it 
is expected th a t there will be a  resistance minimum [74]. To test this, the 
sample was placed in an external magnetic field th a t was parallel to th e  planes 
and the ac m easurem ent was repeated. The sample param eters R, L, C were 
determ ined. The resistance of the sam ple as a  function of tem peratu re  shows 
a  peak in its behavior. But the height of the peak in the case of the  parallel 
field is sm aller than th a t in the case of the perpendicular field. Figure 5.4 
shows the  d a ta  on the 1 /im sam ple in an external field of 5 KGauss in both  
the parallel and perpendicular configurations. The tem perature a t which the 
transition begins in the  case of the parallel field is higher than  th a t in the case 
of the perpendicular field. One expects tha t the K-T transition tem peratu re  
should not shift in the case of an external field oriented parallel to  the  sample. 
However, we see a  shift of 0.1 K in an external field of 1 KGauss from the 
zero field case and we a ttr ib u te  this to the fact th a t the sample m ay not be 
oriented exactly parallel to the external field. For the  m axim um  field applied,
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which is 5 KGauss, the shift in the transition tem perature from the zero field 
case is 0.6 K.
In addition, some angle dependent measurements were perform ed on 
the samples. In some cuprates like T l2Ba2CaCu308, T lBa 2 Ca2 Cu3 0 io and 
Bi2Sr2CaCu208, a  small resistance m axim um  is seen superimposed on a back­
ground resistance m inim um  as a  function of the field angle close to  the  parallel 
field alignment [74]. The effect was seen in a small region w ithin ~  1° of the 
external field parallel to the  a-b layers [75, 76]. The field range in which the 
m easurements were perform ed range from 0.1 T  to 6 T and the currents at 
which the measurements were performed ranged from 0.5 mA to  1 mA. The 
origin of this m axim um  in the resistance close to the parallel field configu­
ration is not clear. This effect has not been seen in YBCO and a  reason for 
this is possibly ascribed to  its smaller anisotropy as compared to  the other 
cuprates.
Measurements were performed on the YBCO sample with the  external 
m agnetic field being changed close to the parallel field configuration. The 
measurements were perform ed a t a fixed tem perature of 80 K for an external 
field of 0.5 T. The oscillator output rms voltage at which the m easurem ents 
were performed was 1 V. At this level the  current th a t was provided was 
0.23mA. The d a ta  do not show any structure and so we do not see the 
resistance m aximum superimposed on a background resistance m inim um  as 
in the other cuprates.








Q © Perpendicular field
< > «  Parallel field
78.0 80.0 82.0 84.0 86.0 88.0 90.0 92.0 94.0 96.0 98.0100.0
Temperature (K)
Figure 5.4: R vs. T  (1 y m sample) in perpendicular and parallel fields. In 
both cases, the  field was equal to 5 KGauss.
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The measurem ents described in this chapter show th a t the YBCO films 
undergo a  K-T transition in the  presence of external magnetic fields up to  
0.5 T. Again, the  length scale along the c-axis th a t is im portan t is not the  
physical sam ple thickness, bu t the  effective thickness which is determ ined to 
be approxim ately 180 A  in all of the  external fields for the two samples of 1 
fim  and 0.25^m  thickness.
These measurements raise some very interesting questions. It is not clear 
why the coupling in these films is restricted to 15 C u -0  layers. Secondly, 
our results do not allow us to clearly discern if this length scale is affected 
by the presence of the m agnetic field. It is not possible to extend the sam e 
m easurem ents to  much higher fields since m elting transitions have been seen 
beyond these field values and the K-T results may not hold for higher fields. 
A sim ilar length scale has been seen in one m easurem ent on BSCCO [72]. It 
would be of interest to determ ine if this is a feature of all cuprates or of all 
high Tc m aterials, including the organic materials.
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Table 5.1: Effective thickness of the superconducting layer on the 1 f i m  (upper 
half) and the 0.25f im  sam ple (lower half) in external fields ranging from 0.1 
T to  0.5 T . The table also lists the Tk t , T ^  and A values.
Field
(T)
Tk t  (K) Tco (K) A (nm) Effective 
thickness (A)
0.1 89.66 89.70 1330 176
0.2 89.46 89.63 1334 177
0.3 89.06 89.40 1328 175
0.4 88.82 89.29 1332 175
0.5 88.63 88.96 1326 173
0.1 87.23 88.06 1365 181
0.2 86.85 87.81 1368 181
0.3 86.55 87.40 1368 180
0.4 86.23 S7.07 1363 178
0.5 85.79 86.91 1365 178
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Chapter 6 
Summary
We have perform ed rf ac impedance m easurem ents on epitaxial films of 
YBCO of different thickness in zero field and in m agnetic fields up to 0.5 T. 
The YBCO films undergo a  phase transition in which vortex pairs sponta­
neously created a t low tem peratures unbind at the  phase transition tem per­
ature, giving rise to  dissipation due to vortex m otion. This phase transition 
was dem onstrated through the  dissipation seen in the ac m easurem ents, the 
scaling relation between the  resistance ratio and the  reduced tem perature, 
and from the non-linearity of the resistance voltage data . In external per­
pendicular and parallel m agnetic fields, the same dissipative response is seen 
along with the scaling relation. Therefore, in the field range up to 0.5 T  the 
K-T transition occurs in epitaxial YBCO films. In addition, the dissipation 
in parallel fields is sm aller than  tha t in perpendicular fields.
Similar m easurem ents were made on a lead film for calibration purposes 
and this calibration was used to measure the penetration  depth  in YBCO.
93
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Using this result we have determ ined the effective thickness of the  supercon­
ducting sheet in these films. The effective thickness is 181 ±  15A for the  
zero field case and 177 ±  14A for external fields up to 0.5 T , independent of 
the thickness of the film. Hence the  length scale of im portance is not th e  
physical thickness of the sam ple but the effective thickness which signifies 
the coupling of the  C u-0  planes along the c-axis in YBCO. This length  scale 
certainly implies th a t the ex ten t of the superconducting in teraction is not 
confined to a single C u-0  plane but extends along the c-axis. T he  order 
param eter therefore must have some s-wave character to it.
This research raises some interesting questions. F irst, it would be per­
tinent to check if this length scale is seen in other cuprates and high Tc 
materials. Second, the  effect of external magnetic fields of higher streng ths 
on this length scale is of interest. Since this experim ental m ethod cannot be 
extended to higher fields, a  new technique is needed to observe th is length 
scale a t higher fields. T hird , since the significance of this length scale is not 
clear, it suggests theoretical work in this area.
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Appendix: Programs
! PROGRAM f o r m f i t . f
! This i s  a program t o  p ick  any two va lues  from th e  d ata  s e t  and to
! determine th e  parameters from th e  va lu es  th em selves  . This a ls o  g iv e s
! th e  v a lu e  o f  c h i  d e f in e d  without the  sigm as. This p ic k s  out th e  four
! p a ir s  th a t  y i e l d  th e  sm a lle s t  c h i ' s .
parameter(ndata = 51)
r e a l  f r e q (n d a ta ) , r e s (n d a ta ) ,  reac(ndata)
r e a l  temp, w l , w2, p i ,  a ,  b , d, f ,  sd res ,  sdreac
r e a l  l c ,  r c ,  r e s i s ,  cap , in d , z r e a l ,  zimag, ra , l a ,  c ,  c h i ,  w
r e a l  c h i l ,  c h i2 ,  c h i3 ,  c h i4 ,  chimax
r e a l  Rl, R2, R3, R4, L I, L2, L3, L4, C l, C2, C3, C4
complex i o t a ,  z l ,  z 2 ,  z 3 ,  z in v ,  z
p i  = 3 .14159
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io t a  = ( 0 . 0 ,  1 .0  ) 
do j  =1, 86 
do i  =1, ndata
r e a d (* ,* )  f r e q ( i ) , r e s ( i ) ,  r e a c ( i ) , temp 
end do
i t e r  = 1
do k = 1, (n d ata -1 )  
do m = k+1, nd ata
wl = 2 * p i  * freq(k) * 1000 
w2 = 2 * pi  * freq(m) * 1000 
a = res(k) -  res(m)
b = wl * reac(k) -  w2 * reac(m)
d = wl**2 * res(k ) -  w2**2 * res(m)
f  = (reac(k) /  wl) -  (reac(m) /  w2)
l c  = (a*a + f* b )  /  (d*a + b*b) 
rc  = (a /b )  -  (d /b )  * l c
r e s i s  = r e s (k )  -  (wl * rc  * r e a c (k ) )  -  (wl**2 * l c  * r e s (k ) )  
cap = rc  /  r e s i s
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ind = l c  /  cap
p r in t* ,  k,"K", lc,"LC", rc,"RC"
p r in t* ,  r e s i s ,  "R", ind , "L", cap , "C"
ra = r e s i s  
l a  = ind  
c = cap
ch i = 0 . 0
do i  = 1, ndata
w = 2 * p i  * 1000 * f r e q ( i )
z l  = ra + i o t a  * w * la  
z2 = io t a  * w * c
z3 = rb + i o t a  * w * lb
z inv  = ( 1 /  z l  ) + z2 
z = 1 /  z in v  
z r e a l  = r e a l ( z )  
zimag = imag(z)
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ch i = ( (  z r e a l  -  r e s ( i )  )**2 + ( zimag -  r e a c ( i )  )* * 2 )* * 0 .5  + ch i
p r in t * ,z r e a l ,  r e s ( i ) ,  zimag, r e a c ( i ) ,  ch i  
end do
i f  ( i t e r  .eq . 1 ) then  
c h i l  = ch i  
k l  = k 
ml = m 
R1 = ra  
LI = l a  
Cl = c
p r in t* ,  k l ,  ml, R l,  LI, C l, c h i l
e ls e
i f  ( i t e r  .eq . 2 ) then  
c h i2 = ch i  
k2 = k 
m2 = m 
R2 = ra  
L2 = l a  
C2 = c
p r in t* ,  k2, m2, R2, L2, C2, chi2
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e l s e
i f  ( i t e r  .e q .  3 ) then  
ch i3  = ch i
k3 = k
m3 = m 
R3 = ra  
L3 = l a  
C3 = c
p r in t* ,  k 3 , m3, R3, L3, C3, ch i3  
e l s e
i f  ( i t e r  .eq . 4 ) th en  
ch i4  = c h i
k4 = k
m4 = m 
R4 = ra  
L4 = l a  
C4 = c
p r in t * ,  k4 , m4, R4, L4, C4, c h i4
end i f
end i f  
end i f  
end i f
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i t e r  = i t e r  + 1
i f  ( i t e r  . g t .  4 ) th en
chimax = a m a x l(ch i ,  c h i l ,  c h i2 ,  c h i3 ,  ch i4 )  
p r in t* ,  "I am Here" 
p r in t* ,  c h i ,  c h i l ,  c h i2 ,  c h i3 ,  ch i4  
i f  ( chimax .e q .  c h i l  ) th en  
c h i l  = c h i  
k l  = k 
ml = m 
R1 = ra 
LI = l a  
Cl = c 
e l s e
i f  ( chimax .e q .  ch i2  ) then  
chi2  = ch i
k2 = k
m2 = m 
R2 = ra  
L2 = l a  
C2 = c 
e l s e
i f  ( chimax .eq .  c h i3  ) th en
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chi3  = ch i  
k3 = k
m3 = m 
R3 = ra  
L3 = l a  
C3 = c 
e l s e
i f  ( chimax .e q .  c h i4  ) then  
ch i4  = ch i
k4 = k
m4 = m 
R4 = r a  
L4 = l a  
C4 = c
end i f
end i f  
end i f  




w r i t e (* ,10 )  k l ,  ml, R l,  LI, C l, c h i l ,  temp
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10 form at( 1 3 , l x , I 3 , l x , f 8 . 5 , l x , e l 2 . 5 , I x , e l 2 . 5 , l x , e l 2 . 5 , l x , f 5 . 1) 
w r i t e (* ,2 0 )  k2, m2, R2, L2, C2, c h i2 ,  temp
20 form at( 1 3 , l x , 1 3 , l x , f 8 . 5 , l x , e l 2 . 5 , l x , e l 2 . 5 , l x , e l 2 . 5 , l x , f 5 .1 )  
w r it e (* ,3 0 )  k3, m3, R3, L3, C3, c h i3 ,  temp
30 f o r m a t ( I 3 , l x , I 3 , l x , f 8 . 5 , l x , e l 2 . 5 , l x , e l 2 . 5 , l x , e l 2 . 5 , l x , f 5 .1 )  
w r i t e (* ,4 0 )  k4, m4, R4, L4, C4, c h i4 ,  temp
40 f o r m a t ( I 3 , l x , I 3 , l x , f 8 . 5 , l x , e l 2 . 5 , l x , e l 2 . 5 , l x , e l 2 . 5 , l x , f 5 . 1) 
end do
end
! PROGRAM a m o tes t3 .f
! This program u ses  th e  m in im ization r o u tin e  'amoeba' from 
! NUMERICAL RECIPES to  determine th e  parameters o f  the  
! LCR c i r c u i t  from th e  4 seed v a lu es  th a t  are generated by 
! f o r m f i t . f
parameter( ndata = 41 )
r e a l  f ( n d a t a ) ,  r e s (n d a ta ) ,  r ea c (n d a ta ) ,  temp(ndata), r e s i s ,  ind  
r e a l  r ( 4 ) , 1 ( 4 ) ,  c (4 ) ,s te m p ,  m a t (4 ,3 ) ,  y ( 4 ) , r l ( 3 ) , l a s t ,  c a p ,a ,b  
common f ,  r e s ,  r ea c ,  r e s i s ,  ind , cap, l a s t ,  cpass
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open( 1, f i l e  = 'OTllSSavw' ) 
open( 2 , f i l e  = 'p a ra llw ' ) 
do icou n t = 1, 93
r e a d ( l , * ) ( f ( i s ) , r e s ( i s ) ,  r e a c ( i s ) , t e m p ( is ) ,  i s  = 1 ,ndata ) 
r e a d ( 2 ,* ) (  xa , yb, r ( j ) ,  l ( j ) ,  c ( j ) ,  c h i ,  stemp, j  = 1 ,4  )
! cpass = c (4 )  * le+10
mat( 1 ,1 )  = r ( l )
mat( 1 ,2 )  = 1 (1 ) * le+5
m a t ( l ,3 )  = c ( l )  * le+10
m a t (2 , l )  = r (2 )
mat(2 ,2 )  = 1 ( 2 )  * le+5
m at(2 ,3 )  = c (2 )  * le+10
mat(3 ,1 )  = r (3 )
mat( 3 ,2 )  = 1 ( 3 )  * le+5
m at(3 ,3 )  = c (3 )  * le+10
mat(4 ,1 )  = r (4 )
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mat(4 ,2 )  = 1 (4 )  * le+5  
mat(4 ,3 )  = c ( 4 )  * le+10
r l ( l )  = m a t ( l , l )  
r l ( 2 )  = mat( 1 ,2 )  
r l ( 3 )  = mat(1 ,3 )
y ( l )  = fu n k (r l )
r l ( l )  = mat(2 ,1 )  
r l ( 2 )  = mat(2 ,2 )  
r l ( 3 )  = mat(2 ,3 )
y (2 )  = fu n k (r l)
r l ( l )  = mat(3 ,1 )  
r l ( 2 )  = mat(3 ,2 )  
r l ( 3 )  = mat(3 ,3 )
y (3 )  = fu n k (r l )
r l ( l )  = mat(4 ,1 )  
r l ( 2 )  = mat(4 ,2 )
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I l l
r l ( 3 )  = mat(4 ,3 )  
y(4) = fu n k (r l )
! do im = 1, 4
! p r in t * ,  (mat(im, jm) , jm = 1 ,3 )
! p r in t * ,  y(im)
! end do
c a l l  amoebaCmat, y , 4 ,  3 ,  3 ,  0 .0 0 1 ,  funk, i t e r )
p r in t* ,  stemp, r e s i s ,  ind , cap, l a s t ,  i t e r  
! p r in t * ,  ’ ________________________________________
end do
end
*       _
in c lu d e  ’ amoeba. sub '
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